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SGA To Disclose Future Budgets
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor

Quintanilla's promise, the SGA
began the discussion of the release of SAF budgets, Tuesday,
Last Tuesday, the SGA October 5th. In the meetingbudvoted to release all budget allo- get committee chairman Chris
cations from 1990-91 on, as well Foley '94 proposed the first
as a line by line release of bud- motion on the floor proposing
getinformation starting for next thereleaseofbudgetallocations,
year's 94-95 SAF budgets. This but leaving the question of linedecision came after a long pro- by-line disclosure to a later
cess of debate, dating back to an date— February 1st 1993.
original meeting between The
This motion read, "The
Tripod and the SGA on Septem- SG A-BC will place on reserve in
ber 17th. In this meeting, SGA the Trinity College Library the
president Marlon Quintanilla total allocations of the Student
'94 promised that the SGA organizations which are funded
would begin discussion of this by the Student Activities Fee
topic in three weeks.
(SAF) fromFY 1990-91 on. IndiIn keeping with Mr. viduals seeking further infor-

College Begins Search For Dean
BY CINDY DARLING
News Writer
As of Jan Cohn's resignation from the position of Dean
of Faculty, Trinity is beginning
A nation wide search for a new
dean. The Dean of Faculty is
one of the mostimportantpositions within theadministrntion
of a college. Technically, the
Dean is the second in command,
taking the presidents place in
his absence. The main responsibilities which the dc.in has
are overseeing the auadornic
personri
pointment and promotion of

lems and issues in a quick manner, and be able to foresee possible problems, and prevent
them before they arise. In this
way, administrative expertise
is a mandatory qualification.
The faculty committee is
meeting often throughout this
fallsemester,mviting people to
apply, and advertising in such
educational journals as the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
The committee will be meeting
with faculty in an open forum
setting to find out their opinions oil ihe subject, and they
„;.. v^JyUJieseeking t$i£inp^t: pfsjfu*

mation should contact the
head(s) of that organisation.
Due to ramifications and importance of this issue, it will be revisited by the SGA upon the
request of the SGA-BC before,

the present, covered in Foley's
amendment. At this point rigorous debate ensued. Several
members of the budget committee argued that line-by-line
disclosure would lead to mis-

Arguments against line by line disclosure
included the time and effort it would take to
produce such information, and the possibility
that some of the records may not exist.
or on February 1,1994."
Representative
Jenna
Ingersoll '94 then proposed an
amendment to this morion asking for the full line by line release of budget information for
the period of 1990-91 budgets to

understanding, if people saw the
budgets without the reasons for
their allocations. Other arguments against line-by-line disclosure included, the time and
effort it would take to produce
such information, and the pos-

sibility that some of the records
may not exist.
Those in fa vor of disclosure
stayed with arguments primarily on principle. Matthew
Prince '96 went so far as to say,
"[the budget committee's arguments] were very valid, if you
didn't want anyone to know you
screwed up. Chris [Foley] keeps
saying we're not sure we can
accountforevery thing, which is
exactly why The Tripod demanded full disclosure."
Editor-in-Chief, Peter
Friedman '94 asked the SGA "To
vote with their conscience, and
in the interest of the students."
Friedman then went on to outline the connection between inplease turn to page 6

Students Receive Inside Information

Corporate America Visits Trinity

president's fellows.

The dean must be able to deal with a lot of
issues in a quick manner, and be able to foresee
possible problems. In this way, administrative
'xpertise is a mandatory qualification.
faculty members, As well, the
Dean serves as a bridge between the administration and
the faculty.
A committee of seven faculty members has been appointed to head the search for
the new Dean,including David
OJgren, Gary Reger, Prisdlla
Kehoe, Paula Russo, Andrew
Gold, JohnPlatof f, and Howard
Delong, Thecommitteejslooking for someone with a broad
range of experience.
A Dean of Faculty needs
to haveboth administrative and
teaching background. As the
dean will be in charge of maintaining the academic integrity
of the curriculum/ and judging
the performance of teachers, she
must have considerable experience in the field of teaching.
Thedeantriustalsobeable
to deal with a lot of small prob-

In January, after this initial process is through, they will
begin looking at applications of
possible candidates for the position. These candidates will be
discussed andnarrowed down
to 3-6 people, who will come to
the college in late spring and
meet with thefacuity, the president of the College Tom Gerety,
and the former Dean of Faculty, Jan Cohn.
The committee hopes to
have chosen a new Dean byJuly 1, so that she may begin
working in the summer, when
she may have time to adjust to
the responsibilities of the job;
Trinity looks forward to
welcoming a new dean into it's
community. With the diligence
of the faculty committee, and
inputfrommanypeoplewithin
the college community, a qualified candidate will be found.

Charles Perrin '67, Charles Ward HI '74, and Paul Raether '68 host "From Trinity College'
Corporate America," a panel discussion on the transition from college to business.
BY MATTHEW HENRY
prepare themselves for Corpo- poration and a member of the
News Editor
rate America. A large range of Corporate Finance Department
suggestions were given as to of Reynolds Securities. Mr.
On Wednesday,October20, what students might want to Raether graduated with a B.A.
a panel met in Boyer Audito- take advantage of before they in history from Trinity College
rium to discuss how Trinity Stu- completed their studies. They in 1968. He then served as an
dents mightsucceedinthebusi- included English, Economics, officer in the U.S. Navy and subnessworld. The panel consisted Accounting, History, General sequently earned his M.B.A.
of three men, Paul E. Raether Mathematics, Sports,and Clubs, from the Amos Tuck School of
'68, Charles R. Perrin '67, and et cetera.
Business Administration at
Charles G. Ward 74. The audiMr. Raether was the mod- Dartmouth College. Heisachartorium was filled beyond seat- erator of the panel discussion. ter trustee of Trinity College."*
ing capacity, about 60% of the He is General Partner in the New
Mr. Raether emphasized
audience being students. Other York-based firm of Kohlberg the importance of finding the
members of the audience were Kravis Roberts & Co. "Prior to right job when a student leaves
faculty and administrators, as joining this merchant banking college. He said of his career, "I
well as some adultpart-timestu- firm in 1980, he was Vice Presi- hadthreejobsinfiveyears. This
dents.
dent of Blyth Eastman Dillon & doesn't look too good on a reThe focus of the discussion Company's Corporate Finance sume." He continued by addwas how present students at Department, Director of Finan- ing that, "I decided to move
please turn to page 6
Trinity College might work to cial Analysis for Texasgulf Cor-
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In Defense Of Free Speech
uring the course of this semester the Tripod opinions. And they have. Witness the abundance
has printed a few controversial articles, of letters-to-the-editor in this week's Tripod,. We
editorials and opinion pieces. Specifically, are all better off when people express themselves
a number of students have complained that in writing instead of getting angry in private or
Senior Editor Eli Lake's satire and op-ed pieces in worse.
the last issue of the Tripod were so painful to them
"Or worse" happens on college campuses.
as individuals that the articles should not have been Last year students at the University of Pennsylvaprinted in the first place.
nia stole 10,000 copies of the Daily Pennsylvanian
One woman went so far as to state that Mr. because they found the contents of one article so
Lake's satire was the moral and intellectual equiva- offensive. The president of Perm, Sheldon Hacklent of an article denying the Holocaust, and ques- ney refused to discipline the newspaper thieves,
tioned the Tripod's right to print it. Another said that instead calling on the newspaper to curb any
articles such as Mr. Lake's hinder the efforts of material that might be deemed offensive.
groups that fight rape and sexism, and therefore
If anyone at Trinity stooped so low as to steal
should not have been printed.
newspapers, it would be incumbent on President
Besides the fact that these statements fall some- Gerety to stand taller than Hackney and vigilantly
where between intellectually deficient and angry defend the fundamental right of speech over the
rhetoric, even if Mr. Lake's opinions were morally "ideology-du-jour", political correctness.
odious, so what ? As a student at Trinity, he has the
Hopefully this situation will never come to
right to use the Tripod as a vehicle for whatever Trinity. Even if it does, the Tripod will never flinch
ideas he wishes to put forth.
from printing controversial articles, as long as
Other members of the Trinity community who they are intelligible and steer clear of gratuitous
disagree have a right and obligation to voice their obscenity, personal attacks and libel.
P.M.F.

Reader Distressed
By Commentary
On Gender
Related Issues
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Eli
Lake's OpEd article entitled "Gender Issues Out Of Control." I was distressed to
see some of the concepts I had explained
to Mr. Lake in a recent discussion used in
his article in a very simplistic and biased
manner. It is clear from his article thathe

This presumptuous behavior isfar from rational,
which interestingly enough,
is one of Ms criticisms of
radical feminism.

did not take my suggestion of reading a
variety of radical feminist theorists (i.e.
Bell Hooks, Carol Gilligan, Mary Daly)
before he began his liberal critique of
these theories. (Mr. Lake is engaged in
an independent study on this topic.)
Instead, he chose to initiate a
debate on the topic by publishing an
article based on his personal opinion and
full of unsubstantiated assumptions. This
to $4 in order to still be a part of the state- Bush truly was "The Environmental presumptuous behavior is far from raBJJIMBARR
Managing Editor
wide ConnPIRG group. There ended up President."
tional, which interestingly enough, is one
being a student body vote on the matter.
This Monday night, ConnPIRG did of his criticisms of radical feminism. InWhat exactly is ConnPIRG? Yeah, it ConnPIRG put up signs all over campus another door drop. Why? It seems that formed discussion of differing views can
stands for Connecticut Public Interest urging students to vote yes. The matter several well placed signs would have be extremely productive.
Research Group, but what does that came to a climax when I wandered into done just as well in promoting their acHowever, instigating a campus
mean? I am under the impression that my dorm one evening to see that our tivities. Maybe they should look into debate around a topic which you know
friends
atConnPIRG
(the
environmental
paperless communication,suchas e-mail you are not fully informed on is irresponConnPIRG is an environmental group.
Is this true? Do they go out and clean up group) had stuffed a piece of paper un- and voice mail. ConnPIRG's offending sible. If Mr. Lake truly wants to become
the shores of the Connecticut River? Do der everyone's door urging them, to vote flyer? politely said, "Printed on recycled more knowledgeable aboutfenjrustt
they have campus-wide cleanups? Don't fortWftleeiiiet^sesSvMio^'dfbp? Wtoat., •r {paper." Who cares? Unnecessary paper ries/1 suggest he-begm by ^g&fe
kind of people are these?
usage on recycled paper is just as bad as some thorough research.
think so. What do they do?
I iet the matter go. 1 was angry that unnecessary paper usage on normal paXerox. Duplicate.Reproduce. Bach
Sincerely,
student at Trinity College pays they did this, and wondered how much per. They're using too much paper.
It seems that the only organization
Diane R. Martell
ConnPIRG $4 as part of the student ac- money they would be getting if the moCoordinator of the Women's Center
tivities fee Recentlylhavebecome quite tion passed versus how much they had that is ever petty enough to stuff paper
undermydooris the same one thatclaims
weary of giving this organization my $4 spent on campaign signs
This fall ConnPIRG put signs up all to be Trinity's environmental group.
because of what it seems they have done
The Good, The Bad...
over campus again for some issue. I said ConnPIRG should clean up its act or be
for me.
8
LastyearConnPIRG's futurelooked tomyself/'Trusndiculous." If ConnPIRG replaced by a REAL environmental orh
...And
The
Ugly?
ganization
on
this
campus
is
an
environmental
group,
then
George
bleak; they needed a fee increase from $3

ConnPAPER Continues Wasteful Advertising
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•Please note.- Letters to The Trinity^ Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the Fridaypreceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor, and
not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be printed, although
names may be withheld if so requested after
a signature. The Trinity Tripod will not publish any letter the Editors judged to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views or opinions of this paper.
Please limitail letters to five-hundred words.
The Trinity Tripod reserves the right to edit all
letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh
may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod
through the DocEx server in the General
Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may alsobe submitted on disk.
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Reader Commends Tripod's Gender Issue Article
To the Editor:

among many. Additionally,
maybe the issue of women's
I am writing to The oppression should not be the
Tripod to commend Mr. Eli Lake issue that dominates the class
on the issues he raised in his that starts off the major, and the
article, "Gender Issues Out of one that defines the parameters
Control?" in your last issue. In for further study (if this is the
this piece, Mr. Lake did what case.) Too often here at Trinity
many of us at Trinity should be we focus on issues in an a/notdoing with more of our time out a relationship, that of oppressor
of class — in particular, drink- and oppressed, and the paraming, and then challenging our eters for debate seem set in stone
viewpoints and perspectives on even before we start talking. We
the issues that are raised inside need to open ourselves up to
the classroom.
something besides the a/not-a
In my opinion, the dis- type of debate even on (and I
cussion of gender issues on this would say especially on) concampus has gotten a bi t of f-track. troversial issues such as date
Mr. Lake's quotation of the pur- rape that shape our social strucpose of one class of the Women's ture, thought processes, and
Studies program makes one mentality. If we equate gender
think that the class (and per- issues solely with issues like date
haps the current major) may fo- rape, debate slides back into an
cus too narrowly on the issue of a /not-a relationship that fosters
women's oppression. Looking little to no freedom for new conat Mr. Lake's earlier quote, the structive thought. I am not
major claims to be concerned doubting the scholastic usefulwith the broader issue of gender ness of the course, program, or
exploration and criticism of cur- this topic, but questioning
rent theories. Certainly, in look- whether women's oppression
ing at the broad topic of gender should be only avenue of study
issues, one should consider the on the subject of gender issues.
topic of women's oppression in In other words, we should not
one's course of study. However, think that the issue of gender
perhaps it should be considered involves merely the issue of
as one issue (though important) women's oppression; and in

studying gender, we should not
limit ourselves to the study of
women's oppression alone. We
should not equate one with the
other.
My concern is that currently, on the Trinity campus

coura'gedby the initiation of one
freshman seminar this year that
does deal with gender issues on
something other than women's
oppression, but clearly this is
not enough. Perhaps a solution
to the problem would be the

I guess 1 joined EROS for several reasons.
One was that I have had little exposure to
anything relating to gender issues that has
not centered on women's oppression*
(and I assume on other college
campuses), when we raise the
topic of "gender", we focus primarily on topics such as
women's oppression, date rape,
or on the sexual relations of heterosexual men and women (and
the problems, challenges and
difficulties therein.) Although
these are issues of merit that one
can spend A lifetime studying,
contemplating, and debating,
they are only part of the picture
of gender issues. Although
much time and energy is spent
on the issue of date rape in the
classroom, very little is given to
issues not involving women, or
heterosexuals, or much of anything outside the arena of
women's oppression. I am en-

initiation of a "Gender Studies"
major.
At the end of last year
I joined EROS, a relatively new
group on campus that focuses
on gender issues, to learn more
about alternative perspectives
and viewpoints on the issue of
gender. I guess I joined EROS
for several reasons. One was that
Ihavehad little exposure to anything relating to Render issues
that has not centered on
women's oppression.
Another was that I've been
hesitant to take a women's studies class here at Trinity because
I've been a bit wary that all the
material in the class will do is
make me feel extremely guilty
for being male. The last thing I

wanted to take was another class
that made me even more depressed thanl alreadly am about
life in general.
In the near future,
thanks to the work of Les Myers
'94 and the members of EROS,
the Mather Artspace will house
the original work of EROS members who want the Trinity community to question more about
gender issues and their own
opinions on gender. I ask anyone who cares about gender issues, who studies gender issues,
or who thinks that we at Trinity
need to "broaden the scope" of
gender thought to take a look at
EROS's exhibit in the upcoming
weeks.
In the meantime, I applaud Mr, Lake in his endeavors
to question the narrowness of
the scope of conversation on issues like gender on this and
other campuses. We should all
reconsider the breadth of our
scope of study in our years at
Trinity. And I heartily encourage the Tripod to continue to
publish work of this type in the
near future.
Sincerely,
John F. Prendergast '94
• * •

"LiberalMinded"— Lake's 1 Word Response to Critics
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor

It has always been my suspicion that the mark of an intellectual mind is found in the unshakable belief that the content
of one's beliefs are shakable.
This paradox makes for a tempered faith in political and ethical ideals. At the root of the
intellectual's beliefs in particular principles though, is a kernel
of doubt which informs their
opinions and gives them the
impetus to defend them.
The haunting doubt that
marks the intellectual mind is
missing from its political counterpart. The political mind operates in terms of strategy. Its
beliefs are not questioned because they provide its inspiration for movement. The truth of
one's beliefs are secondary to
their application.
Rarely is one's mind simply intellectual or political.
There is rather a complex web of
doubts, arguments, passions
and unconscious inclinations
that form the whole mind. With
this in mind, we must be on
guard whenever our minds become too inclined to the political or too intellectual.
When the mind suffers from
severe doubt an inertia results.
The intellectual paradox can
stifle all action and judgement,
thus reducing dialogue to sophistry. When we move, though,
without a healthy skepticism,
we risk our movement becoming a mob . Uncareful and uncritical movement creates an atmosphere of villains and victims, supporters and enemies.
I have noticed in the last
few years that our campus has
become increasingly political.
This criticism is especially true
when we address issues of gender. There are several things
which demand action concerning women on campus, but what
has been the cost and content of

our action on these issues? Have
we created anatmosphere where
skepticism and difference of
opinion are not accepted, because they challenge the faith
that moves the group? Imagine
if a female student, went to a
"Take Back The Night" rally,
spoke at the open microphone,
and said her experience did not
lead her to fear walking alone at
night. How would she be
treated? I once spoke at a prochoice rally and said that we
cannot simply dismiss the arguments for pro-life, just because
all of us agreed that abortion
should be legal. I was booed,
and none of the subsequent
speakers addressed my concern
of not considering the
opposition's arguments.
Inthelastthreeweekslhave
been approached by several
women asking me how I could
possibly have written what I
have? One women went so far
as to say I was only a representation of all the forces on campus that oppress her. These examples do not speak for all of
the women on campus, but they
do indicate a general mood of
frantic Intolerance.
I would like to write that
we must find a harmony between the political and intellectual mind, but I wonder if such
a harmony is realistic. Perhaps,
a degree of inertia is inherent to
the intellectual position, just as
a degree of unrefleetive thought
is inherent to the political. Students may walk gingerly in solitary reflection to the rally, yet
once they are there, the doubt
they came with is most likely
removed by the power of the
group in motion. The most eloquent speeches and narratives
are no longer criticized, but
rather absorbed. The problem
is when this mentality becomes
a permanent fixture in people's
minds. The rally or the march
becomes abstracted and defines
how the individual understands

others. The others cease to be
individuals, but rather become
enemies or allies.
This mentality is not a 'radical feminist' position, as I may
have allluded to in last issue's
article, but rather is the result
any time an individual believes
the execution of perceived justice is more important than the
truth of such perception. My
last article was guilty of just this.
In my zealous attempt to combat intolerance, I unfairly leveled criticism upon the Women's
Studies Department, who I believe often foster radical feminism, but are not defined by it.
My characterization of radical feminism was unfair and narrow as well. I substituted the
particular ideas of Catherine
MacKinnon, and others like her,
for the entire radical feminist
position.
In closing it would be all
too easy, to write a scornful and
sarcastic repudiation of my critics. This though, is just the sort

Retraction
In the September 28,
1993 ihMje ofTht'Tnnlty Tripod. 1 Wei1, quoted as having
M,»id "We A? thebudgel com
millet? have been dmied acCWJ to certain budgets by
tht'diMn 's office, bet di i&i1 ror
tain organizations arc unde1
federal invt'cliga'-ion "
While this \\ 3b the irformaLion given to the 1^9293 budget u)mmiu>e by the
Ihrrt chairperson Knsten
Kowali-ki, it h<!'; lunvJ m.t
not loIv ifsccabp In iliebest
C- m\ current kiiiiwlcil^c
l i v e I'M'-t no or;;rmv<tlK>rvi
li;;1tiCIl 'II lllMl* . U V i c ' tC.I-

! sincerely apoiogizs rc«:
any inconvenience this has
Sincere'}'.,
Ju.uMMLVrinIilU.-ii'%

of thing I have been criticizing. expanded. I believe I have too
It has become too easy on this much to learn from thoseJdiscampus to crawl into one's ideo- agree with to do that. I would
logical corner, where one's opin- hope my critics feel the same
ions are neither challenged, nor way.

Women Challenge
Lake's Definitions
To the Editor:
In Eli Lake's article, "Gender Issues Out of Control",
which appeared in the last issue of Jfie Tripod, he made
several'problematic conclusions that require clarification.
The concept of radical feminism bore the brunt of Lake's
misguided analysis. Lake accuses "radical feminist" propaganda on college campuses
of "not using words to be precise, but rather to excite." Lake
implies that women haphazardly spoutoutbuzzwords like
oppression", "marginalization" and "misogyny." In
fact, Lake himself is guilty of
employing this tactic.
One of the "buzzwords"
in Lake's article is radical feminism. His attempted definition of the concept is neither
clear nor accurate and dangerously invokes a biased, misinformed judgment. The purpose of our response is to repair Lake's distorted definition
of radical feminism. The major
flaw in Lake's analysis is his
warped perception of the radical feminist platform. He goes
as far as providing four magical ingredients to whip up a
radical feminist. We question
where he found this ready-toserve recipe. Within feminist
theory, there is a spectrum of
perspectives and views. The
only tenet of radical feminism
which we have found in our
years of .study is* that patriar-

chy exists and needs tobe critically examined and challenged. Different radicalfeminists pinpointdijfferenr aspects
of institutionalized inequity
to debate and evaluate.
If one were to agree with
Lake's grasp on radical feminism, one would be led into a
sensationalized and judgment-laden view. This result
would perpetuate a closeminded stereotype. There is
no single prescrip tion for radical feminism- and certainly
not a four step plan.
A final point in Lake's
article which needs tobe challenged is his belief in a pervasive radical feminist agenda
out to program the campus.
We wonder from what source
this paranoid belief stems.
Lake accuses radicalfeminism
of stifling rational dialogue
concerning gender. As radical feminists, we disagree. We
would be perfectly willing to
have a conversation with Eli
on the way we feel women
are oppressed in our society
and on Trinity's campus, but
he has already labeled us and
dismissed our view. So, this
leaves us at a stand still. Not
until Lake relinquishes his
over generalizations, can we
enter into an intelligent conversation exploring these
types of critical issues.
Sincerely,
Melissa Kerin '94
Natalie Walders '94
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"Eli Lake is Rape": A Critical View Of Intolerance
To the Editor:
Does the title above sound familiar
or foreign to you? It probably appears
foreign. "ELI LAKE / ELLIE POND IS
RAPE" is the type of language construction used commonly in radical feminist
deconstructionist discourse and analysis. What? Youdon'tknowwhatthehell
radical feminist deconstructionist discourse or analysis is? Well, after the
many misinterpretations of Eli Lake's
parody of this type of analysis and the
many personal attacks he received, it is
apparent that most of you do not know
what the hell it is. Therefore, you probably believe his parody to be aimed at
something remote and abstract from our
Trinity. I argue, however, that though
most of you have not studied it formally,
such ideology and analysis is manifest-

sider myself a feminist by my own definition and I can confidently claim having
involved myself formally in the promotion of discourse and action about genderissuesand women's issues more than
anywomanonthiscampus. Imaydefine
"women's issues" more narrowly so as
to preserve their integrity, and therefore,
I am not a typical Trinity feminist. However, before women's issues, I value the
integrity of my liberal education which
should always be primary. The many
responses Mr. Lake received led me to
ask some questions which as of late are
leading me to fear for the integrity of my
liberal education. Instead of analyzing
each ridiculous moral chargehe received,
I will provide you with one example
which will explain my fear.
The Wednesday before open period,
I attended a lecture sponsored by the

Well, after the many misinterpretations of EH Lake's
parody of this type of analysis and the many personal
attacks he received, it is apparent that most of you do not
know what the hell it is. Therefore, you probably believe
his parody to he aimed at something remote and abstract
from our Trinity.
ing itself and with a marked influence
'neath the elms of our dear Trinity,
Perhaps you abjure theory and detest ideology; you believe you simply
operate on your feelings. Well, the economist J.M. Keynes once remarked that
those economists who disliked theory,
or claimed to get along better without it,
were simply in the grip of an older theory.
Ibelieve hisclaim is applicable to Trinity.
What predominant theory or theories
ate we in fhe grip of atTiijdty ? The good
" 1SAt.\.Ba«jar«tfeni^ed to. exprete vrttert: Vie
perceives as a strain of thought, radical
deconstructionist feminism, that has
taken up residence on our campus, influenced the construction of the Women's
Studies major and he and I would dare
say informed the way we perceive gender relations and sexuality on this very
Victorian campus.
In his first piece, Mr, Lake very logically explored the corruption of the term
"oppression" and its application to college women in elite liberal arts settings,
as well as, the radical feminist ideology
that underlies the Women's Studies manifesto. In his second piece, he parodied an
extreme ( and as you all have proven,
unfamiliar ) type of feminist criticism
that represents an ideological position
nearly analogous to that implied in the
description of the Women's Studies program in our college Bulletin.
Now Mr. Lake's attempt to criticize
and analyze, utilizing critical skills that it
is this institution's primary task to help
us hone and develop, was met with an
anger and slander I can only liken to that
of religious fundamentalists, fanatics,
who feel part of their doctrine has been
desecrated. Few instances on this campus have inspired such a scarcity of productive discourse and such an abundance
of defensive emotional reactions and tirades. These tirades ranged from verbal
assaults to condemnations aimed at the
good Mr. Lake.
Now, at this point, I would like to
separate myself from any sexist, womenbashing, anti-feminists at Trinity. I con-

Women's Studies Major and TCBWO
presented by Helen Benedict, a professor
of journalism at Columbia graduate
school, on the "Language of Rape in the
Media." She has written 5 books, one of
which, Virgin or Vamp, is on sale in
Gallows Hill Bookstore, which criticizes
the dichotomous and Puritanical portrayal of women involved in sex crimes
as either virgins or whores. She revealed
whalshe terms "heavily biased language
which hurts victims" by performing a
1
-lirve.by lirws analysis pthe^dlines supposedly revealing an ideological sexist undercurrent that informs a negative view
of women and manifests gender inequity. The analysis she performed is a
known deconstructionist linguistic technique.
Her linguistic analysis revealed
nothing hew save her own blatant misuse of linguistic theory and her personal
resentment for mud raking journalism, I
study linguistics and I do not have
enough space to tell you everything she
did wrong because it is complex, however, I •'will provide one example. She
claimed that to tell a woman she looks
'ravishing' is to tell her she looks
'rapeable,' because throughout history,
'to ravish' has meant 'to rape.'
Now anyone who has read
Shakespeare, the Iliad or has an OED on
hand, will know that etymologically she
is incorrect, because "ravish' and 'rape'
traditionally have meant 'steal' or 'plunder' ( grounds enough for a feminist
argument but not support for hers.) Secondly, consciously, words do not inherit
meaning from a history unknown to the*
user; so if I tell a woman she looks 'ravishing' it mans she looks 'beautiful' and
nothing else. Finally, even if Benedict
was right about the etymology, she was
wrong about tense, because taken literally it would mean, 'you look capable of
raping.' Apparently, Benedict should
have told me that I should fear my "ravishing" date to the Kappa formal because she is capable of raping me.
Additionally, her presentation be-

Upset! Concerned!
Write a letter to the editor!
Box 1310 In campus Mail.
Letters ©n Disk (Mac of PC)
preferred.
Deadline is 5pm Fridaf

trayed her own objective to rise above,
sensationalism, because she drenched it
insensational descriptions of rape crimes
that provoked the emotions of the women
comprising about 97% of the audience,
reminding me of MacKinnon and one of
her foul-mouthed, hypocritical lectures
on anti-pornography law.
When I brought up some of my concerns, she responded thatshedidn'tknow
anything about linguistics; she was a
journalist and not a linguist and then cut
me off abruptly to receive a woman's
question. Shocked, I realized then that
the critical reasoning I have cultivated
over the past three years at a liberal institution that supposedly fosters it was not
welcome in this forum. So I listened as
this woman defended her misinformed
use of a deconstructionist theory, the
crux of her argument, and watched it
osmose into the unquestioning minds of
over 100 Trinity students. I was horrified
as stie proceeded to speculate about the
psychology of the male rapist who seeks
to "dominate, humiliate, annihilate, and
purfish his victim." I found it interesting
that she knows what goes through the
minds of men and yet she could not
account for the very theory that is rattling around in her own. She explained
that journalists need to seek out the expertise of feminists who know why men
rape and their expert advice will reveal
that, "It is not what women wear or
anything about them other than their
position as second class citizens which
encourage men to treat them as sexual

ever, none were asked. I was the only one
who asked her to explain herself.
Now, I know its not 'nice' to harass
lecturers as someone claimed I did, however, it is not acceptable if the Women's
Studies, department or this institution in
general is not giving students enough
basic knowledge to recognize a flawed
argument when they hear it.
If what I witnessed that night in
McCook auditorium is endemic of the
same intellectual atrophy that has allowed objective intellectual standards of
criticism to be set aside in place of an
intellectual armory based upon subjective standards of personal preference that
mean very little, then perhaps the proverbial pendulum has swung too far back.
When legitimate literary criticism constitutes dismissing Uncle Tom's Cabin
on the basis that Harriet Beecher Stowe is
a "racist" or women can argue, as they
have to me, that "even if the Women's
studies department has a reductionist
feminist agenda you cannot criticize it,
because we women have not been allowed to have it for so long." If there are
certain sacred cows at this school that I
am no longer able to criticize without
being condemned with some word with
an "ist" at the end then perhaps another
backlash is at hand that I will be glad to
head. We are free thinkers and critical
thinkers first, and when intellectual and
personal freedom and integrity are at
stake, the few with unarrophied minds
who value it will also take "offense." I
assure you that the concerns I raise in my

I thought that liberated women sought after an autonomy
of thought and not simply comfortable indoctrination. If
some of the women in the room had read Benedict I would
imagine that they would have at least one question to ask
that perhaps contradicted or questioned her logic or methodology.
prey." It did not surprise me that she
would utter such unscholarly, reductionistfemirdst thoughts, however, itshocked
me into fear when not one individual in
the room responded to this statement as
wT?ong, or strange or even different from
trteir own beliefs. Has the germ of radical
feminism so swiftly atrophied the minds
of the many outspoken Women's Studies majors and minors and sympathizers
that Benedict's obtuse statement actually rang true to what they allbelieved, to
the ideology that has set up shop in the
void of critical reasoning in their minds?
I thought that liberated women
sought after an autonomy of thought
and not simply comfortable indoctrination. If some of the women in the room
had read Benedict I would imagine that
they would have at least one question to
ask that perhaps contradicted or questioned her logic or methodology. How-

article are the concerns the good Mr.
Lake was attempting to articulate in his
two pieces. I ask you allto recognize the
silly, subjective criticisms reflecting personal preference and not addressing his
article that Mr. Lake will receive. I can
see them now, "Mr. Lake hates radical
feminists." "Rape does happen at Trinity." We do not hate feminists and we do
riot argue againstthe terrible existence of
rape. Don't be deceived by others'
misreadings of his articles.
The real issues Mr. Lake and I are
concerned with are hard issues that cannot be dismissed with emotional tirades
and will outlast any trendy
deconstructionist ideology and pithy
analysis,
Sincerely,
Mathew Pietrafetta '94

"Radical Feminist" Critique

Language to Excite or Inform?
To The F-ditor
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The History of the Gtibank
Classic Visa card and the Age of Credit
o C C U F l t y . In the 67th year of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit
card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa® card. Established on the premise that a credit card should
offer—24 hours a day—warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. H With the introduction of the first Photocard, the credit card
bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First,
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on
more primitive cards such as the Student ID, He or she could now
,abie,. deed 1358 B.C., Ka! ihe firs,
known attempt to put one's photo on a credit
card-but not without drawbacks. Photography

choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids
from using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud. Surely this

was a sign of advanced intelligence. .U The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an
American Revolution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your card
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallet5"1 Service could have a new card in your hands

Monarch Notes® Version:

usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The card is coming! The

With the Citibank Classic Visa card,

card is coming!") H When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced

you can build a credit history before

New Deals—special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20

you reach your middle ages. And,

Airfare Discount for domestic flights1 (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order

receive special student discounts.

purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%-; and,

Call today 1-800-CITIBANK

no annual fee. II Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). "\bu receive Citibank Price Protection to assure
you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $1503. You receive Buyers Security8"1, to cover
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from
the date of purchase3. And Citibank Lifetime Warranty51", to extend the
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years4. Together they
give you complete coverage; and with everything else...the Age of Credit
Had \'upaleon turned a
Citibank Claisu I isa card
with its Last Millet Service, he
would not have been cum-

Card Security. *[] It's credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's
services and savings, you earn, some of the credentials needed later on to

purchase a car or even a house. Tj So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call,
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19. H If

CITIBAMO
C L A S S I C

after reading this chapter describing the prosperous conditions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that

•flaa 0012

is so

he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon
UtiU SAUEft

a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. : The Annual Percentage Rate for
Durchases is 154% as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents, There is an additional
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain
conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. JCertain
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least ihe miniinum based on retail industry
data Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch® Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount
Communications Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N, A. © 1993 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. Member FDIC
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Business Meets Academia News Briefs
continued from page 1

again because it looked like a
job that would be exciting for
me, something I wouldn't get
tired of doing." Panel members
agreed that finding a job that is
right for you is important to finding success. Mr. Raether even
suggested that, "Although the
job market is not what it was in
the 70's, sometimes you might
want to turn down that first job
offer. This might sound scary,
but if the job is something that
you don't want to be doing, then
it's not the one for you."
Mr. Ward was the second
speaker on the panel. He is "CoPresident of Wasserstein Perella
Group, Inc. and President of
Wasserstein Perella & Co., Inc.,
the group's advisory unit.
AmongMr. Ward's transactions

for WP & Co. are the sale of
Pillsbury to Grand Metropolitan PLC and the sale of
Macmillan to Maxwell Communications. He is the former CoHead of Mergers & Acquisitions
at The Firs t Boston Corporation,
where he was a Managing Director, a member of the Investment Banking Committee and
Co-Head of the Media and Telecommunications Group. Prior
to joining First Boston in 1979,
Mr. Ward was a commercial
banker. He received a B.A. in
economics from Trinity College
in 1974 and his M.B.A. from
Harvard Business School."*
Mr. Ward discussed the
importance of having some
mathematics, economics, and
even some accounting to fill the
few job vacancies in Corporate

America. He acknowledged that
it is also important to have a
diverse range of courses besides
these. Mr. Ward joked, "If I
could do it over, I guess I would
have taken more English, History, Arts, but I would probably
still would fall asleep in the back
row of Psychology." He agreed
with Mr. Perrin that "Clubs are
a good way to develop leadership skills." He said of the job
market, that while it is not as
easy to find a job, they are still
out there. "Our firm hires about
a hundred interns every summer. Those who show that they
like what they are doing and do
it well are given good references
or asked to return." Mr. Raether
added, "That is a perfect example of how to get your foot in
please turn to page 8

Budget Issue Unresolved
continued from page 1

formation and democracy, and
the difference between uninformed and informed choice.
One of the many responses
in opposition to these claims was
of Karen Samuels '94 who said,
"Our body, not the Tripod, will
have to settle the disputes between clubs. If we pass this,
(Jenna Ingersoll's amendment),

in a period of twenty minutes.
The students in favor of full line
by line disclosure clapped disruptively after speeches in favor of their position.
Approximately 15-20 students who are not involved with
the S.G.A. spoke in favor of full
disclosure, including former
S.G. A. budget committee member Josh Lahey'95. No students

"Our body, not the Tripod, will have to settle
the disputes between clubs. If we pass this,
then vae will have a rush qf request
have time to answer."
-Karen Samuels '94
then we will have a rush of requests we don't have time to
answer."
Through out this process,
several members of the SGA
pointedlyinterruptedthespeakers in favor of the line by line
disclosure, by asking for points
of personal privilege. One SGA
member went so far as to ask to
go to the bathroom three times

from outside the S.G.A. spoke
against full disclosure.
After two hours of debate,
the SGA finally voted on Ms.
Ingersoll's amendment. The
vote stood 2 in favor, 29 against
and 6 abstentions. Only Ms.
Ingersoll and Vincent Mase '95
voted in favor of full disclosure
of the budgets. After this motion did not pass the SGA voted

to limit the debate for another
fifteen minutes.
At this point budget committee member Jim Moodie '96,
took up for the remainder of the
time reading from Emanuel
Kant's "Groundwork Of
Metaphysic Of Morals."
The few remaining nonSGA members walked out of
the room after this, slamming
the door loudly behind them as
they left. After the meeting, Matt
Longcore '94 said, "It is time we
throw the tea into the ocean.
The SGA is. just too arrogant."

Fund Raising
The IruMpes met last week, with newlj elected -.hide:
member NrfnilonQuintdnilla '94 in attendance. LaM Weekend,
dinner was hold in the Washington Room by the Trustees an
.idmini&tMtion The dinner was reportedly ten thousand doVirm,
plato. The College's endowment is now $180 million.

North Campus
According to Ihc Dean o{ Student's Office, Notth Campti<
Dormitory should be completed soon The dorm underwen
renov ationb over the summei, but was not completed due to dela
m materials, 'the dorm should be finished by the end of no\
month at the latest

WRTC Moving
WRFC, Ihe nn-campus radio station, w.ll bo men inj> b\ Hi
end of the semester. The station will move from Cook to I T
Kise.

Black Alumni Weekend
AB the Welcome Banner o\ei the I'vnojd House indu\itci.:
thin w eolccnd i\ as Klark Alumni \\ eekend Alumni i'njo\ ed th
weekend jililenc1.. good weathei, j n J viuiciii' Ijncht > and t.sik'
ield by

New Lighting
Lighting will be installed ovei the bas.eb.ill field ns well as th
tennis covtrts near Ferns. This is in part for impicn ed vision af le
ibex.

'-•' ^e«gcdssidK3«4'B«te^S«s

budget release resumed Tuesday, October 19th. Emelie East
began the meeting with amending Foley's original motion by
Jn the Oc tobei 5th edition of 1 he Trtpod, a heading in the
proposing line by line budgets News Briefs Section cited an incorrect souice. Vw Tripod wishes
be released starting next year to retract the heading which reads "From The Racial Harassmen
with this year's 93-94 budgets, Grievance Committee * •
Mr. Foley accepted this as a
friendly amendment to his original motion.
There was very little debate over this issue. The SGA
voted overwhelmingly in favor
of Mr. Foley's amended motion.

Correction

ASIS
Great, Affordable Homemade
Diner Food
9

I

fii

FREE!
Entree With Purchase Of
Another Of Same Or Greater Value.
15% Gratuity On Total.

t
riiuiu m L I M ILASMIW

Serving Late
M-Th ll:30am-Midnight
Fri 11:30 am - 3am
Sat 10:00am - 3 am
Sun 10:00am - 8 pm

Still

5 Min. From Campus
267 Farmington Ave.
Hartford
Phone 241-8200

Down

Under

Club Comet

Hartford's Original Alternative Music Dance CIrats
Wed: 50 cent drafts all night
Thurs: Live Bands
Friday: DJ Andy Taylor of WRTC Sat: DJ Jon Condit

Avner Tayori, spokesman of Ihe Permanent
Mission of Israel to the United Nations, spoke to
students and members of the community on
Sunday. October 2-i. Mr. Tavori spoke about the
cm rent PI.O-lsraeI Peace Agi eminent. He gave a
brief historic al oven iew of past attempts at
peaceful leconciliation to the Arab-Israeli tonflirt.
Me also answered questions about details that
remain to be worked out between the parties to
the agreement. The lecture was held in
KUlt'iiberg Lounge and sponsored by Trinity
College Hillel.
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Dean Peters, Jacqueline
Lewis Wed In Trinity Chapel
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Neivs Writer

and is currently a doctoral student at the
University of Massachusetts.
Dean Peters graduated from the
There is a wedding almost every University of Massachusetts and holds a
Saturday at the Trinity chapel, however, masters in education from Cambridge
Saturday, October 16th, was special be- College in North Hampton, Massachucause Dean Kirk Peters was married to setts.
Jacqueline Amanda Lewis. The CongreDean Peters has impressed the stugational ceremony was performed by dent body with his warm and underReverend Dr. Thomas Hoyt.
standing approach to the students. As
Jacqueline Lewis is the daughter of one student stated "Peters is genuinely
Dr. and Mrs. Sherwood Lewis. Dr. Lewis concerned with the welfare of the stuis the director of chemistry and toxicol- dent body, and approaches Trinity stuogy at St. Francis Hospital in Hartford. dents with humor and compassion."
Mrs. Lewis is an AIDS research coordi- Dean Kirk Peters has long been an essennator at the AIDS resource center at the tial part of the Trinity community, the
Connecticut Department of Health and student body was universally happy to
addiction services in Hartford.
hear of his marriage.
Jacqueline Lewis, of Bloomfield
Connecticut, is a graduate of Spelman
College, She received her masters deSource: The New York Times, Sungree from the University of Hartford day October 17,1993

Lull InGang Activity; But
Police Still On Patrol

BY CHRIS WELCH
News Writer

lence being either directed against themselves or being a random victim of the
gang war. Dean Winer was quick to
As the fall semester opened, the point out that such fears were basically
Trinity college area, known as the Frog groundless, saying that the attacks were
Hollow Neighborhood, had been targeted incidents directed solely against
plagued by a series of violent incidents rival gang members.
between two rival gangs, the Los Solidos
When asked what measures were
and the Latin Kings. These attacks cul- being taken on campus to ensure continminated with the assassination of Hector ued student security, he replied that,

was the locking of both dormitory room
and exterior doors. Additionally he
stated that Trinity students should try to
remain on campus as much as possible,
and when leaving take the college shuttle
and move in groups. "I still see students
while every aspect of the situation was
jogging alone on Broad street," said Dean
examined daily by Brian Kelly, head of
Winer. "The biggest problem is that
Campus Safety, in consultation with the
students still think that they are invulpolice, "we can't do it without the willnerable."
ingness of students to participate." The
Currently, campus safety is putting
Dean went on to say that, although many
together
a newsletter detailing the situastudents were understandably worried,
he was surprised that the fraction of con- tion. Should there be enough demand
for further information, another meeting
cerned people was so small.
between Kelly, Dean Winer, and the stuAmong the things that he suggested dentbody couldbe scheduled. No meetstudents do toensure their personal safety

"I still see students jogging alone on Broad Street," said
Dean Winer. "The biggest problem is that students still
think that they are invulnerable."
Santiago of the Latin Kings on the corner
of Broad and Brownell streets.
However, matters have quieted in
recent weeks as the increased presence
of both the Hartford and Connecticut
state police has served to put a damper
on the violence. Dubbed "Operation Liberty," the program mainly involves patrols of the streets around the area.
On campus, many students were
apprehensive about the threat of vio-

ing has been planned as of yet due to the
lack of specific details or developments
however.
Operation Liberty is likely to continue for another three to five weeks, but
no new flaring of violence is expected to
occur in this area because most of the
conflict has moved to the suburbs. Police
will continue to patrol the area during
that time, although they will continue to
remain off of the campus itself. The
presence of officers in the Cave in the last
month was due to an offer by the college
of free food to anyone participating in
Operation Liberty.

Nerves shattered by exams, or Just finding it hard to cope with life.
You need to relieve the strain, Floss your brain...iwih
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Any Hound Trip Fare
$20 or Over!

Any One Way Fare
$10 or Over!
OCIQ Discount per person.
Expires 11/19/93
Not valid with any other promotion or during holiday periods.
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Jane Daly Sichei g recently came to Ti iniiv College as the new Head of Public
Relations. Ms. Sieberg, late of Georgetown in Washington, D - d will be
profiled in next week's Tripod.
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Alumni Show Students
How To Succeed In Business
continued from page 6

the door. If you get a job opportunity in
a field that interests you, show them how
well you can do it. Stay late and get there
early. Take on the tough assignments.
Those are still the things that impress
people."
Mr. Perrin, President and Chief
Operating Officer of Duracell International, Inc., was the third and final
speaker. "Prior to holding this position,
he was the President of Duracell North
America and IDM. He joined the company as President of the Packaged Food
Division with Chisebrough Pond's Inc.,
after holding a variety of marketing positions with General Foods Corporation.
He earned a B. A. in history in 1967 from
Trinity College and anM. B. A. in marketing/international business from Columbia University's Graduate School of Business."*
Mr. Perrin spoke on the importance
of having a well rounded education from
a liberal arts school like Trinity, "I graduated with a degree in history, so I guess I
should defend the liberal arts. It is pos-

views can be given to anyone, but that
only the best candidates are the ones that
will get jobs.
One member of the audience asked
the panel how they felt about getting an
interview through networking. Mr.
Raether answered, "While it is thought
that networking gets most people their
jobs, I would say that it really only gets
them an interview. Once you get an
interview, you're on your own."
Mr. Perrin added, "Don't think that
networking is necessarily a bad thing.
People are happy to give interviews to
sons or daughters of business contacts,
or other candidates. I think that people
in general want to help other people.
Don't be afraid to use that to your advantage."
Another audience member asked if
people who are going back to school in
their thirties are at a disadvantage to
students in their twenties. Mr. Ward
answered that, "If anything, you are at
an advantage. There is no replacing life
experience. If you're worried aboutmaking it when you're thirty, then I think you

"I think that it's important to have a good, strong, handshake. If I meet someone and [they have a limp handshake], it makes me wonder if they believe in what they
have to say, or if they really care."
-Charles Perrin '67, on the importance of presenting
oneself in business.
sible to find a job in business if you have
a liberal arts background. People are
looking for leaders, so you should be
active in sports or clubs, and it wouldn't
hurt to have some economics or account-

can relax a little. If you're forty five and
still haven't made it, then I would reevaluate things."
In general, the panelists suggested
that Trinity students should take their

He also gave some tips ab'ot
improve a "business appearance." These
included good communication skills, the
ability to get along with other people,
learning to use computers proficiently,
and a sense of pride in personal appearance.
"I think mat it is important to have a
good, strong handshake. If Imeet someone and [they have a limp handshake], it
makes me wonder if they believe in what
they have to say, or if they really care/'
said Mr. Perrin,
The three panelists agreed that image was an important part of business,
but that it had to be backed by a strong
academic history. They felt that inter-

neyimporlan t tha t s tuden ts should be able to
show that they have some leadership
ability,
While an economics degree does not
hurt, it is not crucial to finding a job in
business. A master's degree is not a
must but can only help to show dedication and qualification. The panel urged
the audience that as long as a student is
goal oriented and shows that they have
potential, they probably can find a space
in the business world.
"Quotations taken from campus announcement regarding "From Trinity
College To Corporate America."

Graduate Training in the
Biological and Biomedical Sciences

The University of Connecticut
Health Center
In pursuit of its goal of training students for research and teaching careers in the Biomedical
Sciences, the University of Connecticut Health Center invites interested students to join us. The
Health Center is a research, education, and patient care center consisting of a division of the
Graduate School of the University of Connecticut, the School of Medicine, School of Denial
Medicine, and John Dempscy Hospital. The Health Center provides an outstanding educational
and research environment. Il is located in in the town of Farminglon, just west of Hartford, on a
150 acre campus atop a liill overlooking the scenic Farmington Valley. It is close to ski areas,
hiking trails and facilities for boating, fishing and swimming. Boston and New York can be
reached in two hours by car or bus.
'.
Programs leading to the Ph.D, degree are offered in the following areas:

Cell Biology
Immunology
Neuroscience

Developmental Biology
Molecular Biology & Biochemistry
Oral Biology

Pharmacology and Cell & Molecular Toxicology
Graduate assislantslitps consisting of stipend support of $13,800 including excellent health
benefits and a tuition waiver arc available for qualified Ph.D. students.
Combined degrees including MD/Ph.D, MD/MPH, DMD/Ph.D, or DMD/MPH are available.
Programs leading to the Master's degree are offered in:
P u b l i c Health
Dental Science
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The stories which you are about to read are taken directly from the files of Trinity
College's Department of Campus Safety. The names ofthose involved have been eliminated
in order to protect the innocent and the guilty. Please note that all suspects are innocent
until proven guilty in a court of law. This feature of the News section is designed to better
inform the College community of the day to day work of Campus Safety officers.

Microwave Missing
In the last week there has been a throng of thefts from belligerent buildings
on this clean campus. Several selected subjects were stolen from Ferris. Between
October 20th and 21st, a microwave meandered from it's regular residence in a
coffee & conference confine in the always-admirable athletic area. The microwave was valued at $100

Naked Officials....
Well, not quite, but some of their clothes were swiped. A duffel bag
belonging to a real referee from the rebellious Hartford Hellcats was stolen from
the great Gymnasium. The bag contained a watch, personal items, and clothing.
It was not specified exactly what the personal items were.

From Ferris III
Yeah, some more stuff was stolen from Ferris this week. On October 10 some
items were stolen from visitors from Springfield College. The visitors left their
belongings in the. locker rooms while playing Trinity. When they came back, the
Springfield-ers were surprised to see that their stuff had been swiped. Some
clothes and two Sony WalkMen (or WalkMans?) were nabbed. You know, why
is it called a WalkMan? Maybe there should be a WalkMan and WalkWoman?
No, that wouldn't work because some people would request that Sony develop
a WalkWomyn. How about a WalkFerson? Whatever, it's too complicated.
Although, I bet at Antioch they call them Walklndividuals.

Austin Arts
Several suspicious items were shanghaied from the surreal Austin Arts
Center. A serious ($1,400) synthesizer was swiped as well as a mad Macintosh
valued at $1,000. Both items were believed to have been locked down to
furniture, but there was no sign of a struggle to get the possessions loose.
h
t
ular VCR was vindicated from
1
^ 3 1 ^
' m

Car Crimes....
Remember when a bunch of cars on Summit Street had their windows
broken before Reading Week? Well, one of the unlucky cars has been victimized
again. The Snob that,had a window broken was mortally wounded again, but
this timehad two windows broken on it. That's kinda weird that someone would
find the same car and chose to pick on it. It's also a little strange that the windows
were broken because the door was unlocked.
A pompous Peugeot was penetrated and items were pilfered on October
18th. The rear passenger side window was broken and both the stereo and the
speakers Were stolen.
Also, some students driving back to campus along College Terrace (the road
from Zion to Summit) and had their back window smashed. A rock is believed
to be the culprit. Nobody was injured.

Crime Curtailed?
Since Operation Liberty began patrolling the streets of Hartford, crime in
the entire city has gone "way down," said Director of Campus Safety, Brian
Kelly.

Fraternal Fight
According to Campus Safety, a fight broke out at St, Anthony Hall during
the early hours of October 8th. Apparently a member of another fraternity
attempted to enter "a small personal gathering," and was refused entry. A fight
broke out and two students received medical treatment.

Lesser Crime...
Dumb
Some loser stole a rear view mirror from a VWJetta. Why?

We invite undergraduates to apply for summer research internships with stipends.
Applications for all programs from minorities and women arc encouraged.
To receive an application packet, contact the address below indicating your program of interest:

Graduate Student Affairs Office, BMS-MC 1915
University of Connecticut Health Cenler
Farmington, CT 06030
ATTN: Information for Program In

'

Wi:i(|en and Compiled by )iin llarr
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All Jokes Aside, Panda Inn Is Best There Is
BY ANDY LEVINE & PAT
GINGRAS
Metro-Hartford Writer & Editor
In my travels, I have seen
greatness and I have seen mediocrity. I have had experiences
that only those with dreams of
skies filled with gold coated rainbows could imagine. I have also
seen things that only a few brave
and hearty souls have dared to
en vision in a world of fire, brimstone and mind-bending terror.
But I, Andrew Michael Levine,
have never in my entire life had
an experience so completely and
utterly magnificent as the epic
journey I initiated by stepping
through the portal that led me
into the Panda Inn Chinese Restaurant.
Upon entering we made
sure that we checked our smiles
at the door, because it was obvious that this place did not kid
around. We were instantly taken
in by the elegance and charm
that the atmosphere radiated.
My God, the place was beautiful! From the soothing red,
maroon, and ebony patterns on
the plush rug, to the pleasant
assortment of all-too-healthy
plants, to the excellent taste in
chairs and tables, to the uniform
and eye-catching genuine
chinaware, to the romantic, yet
appetite-enhancing mood lighting, this place was a regular
Chinese countryside palace.
Don't expect any sort of
wild and newly imaginative

Destaumnt
menu. You won't find it. But
beware! Don't think you'll be in
fo r the ordinary just because you
are ordering ordinary dishes.
I've said it before and I'll say it
again: this place does not kid
around. Oh yeah, let's talk about
the food.
Pat: I didn't write most of
what you just read. In any case,
I started the meal with a bowl of
wonton soup. It was the finest
wonton creation I have ever
tasted. The broth was salty, but
notoverpowering. Thewontons
themselves burst with meat.
Scallions and lettuce shreds
floated proudly at the surface of
this masterpiece, and truly enhanced the flavor.
Andy: To wonton or not to
wnton, that is the question. The
answer is to be found at Panda
Inn as soon as you make the
wise choice of ordering this
masterfully prepared soup.
Straying from the usual clear
broth and chewy wonton variety, this work of art combines a
deep brown broth, lettuce
shreds, scallions and light and
tender wontons that you could
just hug to satisfy'.your every
wonton desire. You won't be

With Pat and Andy

hearing the ever popular phrase,
"Pass the salt," here.
Pat: Next, we had Cold
Noodles with Sesame Sauce. I
was skeptical at first, never having tried them, but after one bite
I had found a new true love. The
noodles were cooked just so, and
the sauce meant business. A
different taste that does not let
go of flavor as it is eaten. A
must-try.
Andy: I almost missed out
entirely on this dish since I
fainted after takingthe first bite.
But after my loyal friend Pat
revived me, I had the opportunity to dine on what was potentially the greatest thing I have
ever laid my chops on.
If you like cold sesame
noodles and I know you do then
drop everything and run to
Panda Inn. The portion is quite
large, but no worry, the waiter
will dutifully split the portion
evenly for sharing at your request.
Pat: For our entrees we
chose General Tao's Chicken
and Sesame Beef. May Julia
Child strike me down if I say
anything short of "amazing" in
describing these dishes. The

chicken'was not of the "8-1,
breading-chicken ratio", but
rather there was an abundance
of chicken and the coating was
thin and crispy. It was tender,
and made for easy eating. The
sauce was incredibly good, balancing spices and sweetness.
The sesame beef was marinated
justenough, and wasa true taste
sensation, making me grope
across the table for more.
Andy: It's really hard to
find the words to describe the
two entrees we ordered. The
best way to describe them> I
guess, would be nouveau Chinese withbigportions.Thelarge
and beautifully patterned serving plates were colorfully
adorned with an array of vegetables that surrounded the
main course.
The General Tao's was
without any sort of flowery
adornment; the best General
Tao'« I've ever had. The Sesame
beef was, no jokes involved,
without a doubt, the best beef
dish I've, ever sampled. Sorry I
can't expound upon these
dishes, but I am truly at a loss
for words.
After this belt-popping

meal, we were treated to fresh
and juicy oranges and fortune
cookies, with fortunes that
spoke the truth, and not some
sort of pseudo-intellectual garbage. Let's not forget about the
service. I can't even recall the
number of times my water glass
was filled with a smile. Nor can
I remember another time when
I was treated to such magnificent friendliness and caring for
the customer. All of this was
just $38.10 including a hearty
tip. I personally would have
paid three times that amount.
This shrine, known to the
common man as Panda Inn, is
located on Farmington Avenue
in West Hartford Center, right
next to the previously reviewed
Osaka Japanese Restaurant.
Pat: One of the best. Major
league. Do yourself a favor and
go to Panda Inn. No joke. 4.5 of
5.
Andy: As I write the last
words to end this long journey
through the annals of legendary restaurants, a tear rolls
downmycheek. Itwillbemany
years, if not eternity before I
ever have a Panda Inn-like experience again. Thus I feel that
it is my duty as an American to
give this establishment a raring
never before given by my traveled taste buds. The highest
rating: 5 fortunes that read,
"People who are late are often
happier than those who have to
wait for tViem" out of 5.

Parents Visiting? Bring Them to Mark Twain House
BYBETHFENWICK
Sports Editor/ M.H. Writer
"Mr. Clemens, you are not
going to get better drinking two
glasses of scotch on the rocks
eachnightbeforeyou go tobed,"
snapped the family doctor who
had come to visit Samuel
Clemens at Nook Farm.
Clemens replied humorously
and quickly, "I drink them to
fight the tooth ache that I've
never had and never plan to
get."
This is the story that our
quiet, yet enthusiastic tour guide
explained to us as we first entered the Mark Twain House on
Farmington Avenue. It was
build during the 1870's in an
upperclass development called
Nook Farm, a literary community where great writer such as
Twain and Harriet Beecher
Stowe settled.

The Twain house is high
Victorian Gothic architecture.
The bricks are patterned with
the colors of red, black and natural brick. The interior of this
house is quite the opposite of
this simple pattern. It is obvious
that a lot of entertaining went
on, and definitely in high fashion.
The parlor had a baby grand
piano and several bust statues
made of marble. However, this
was just the introduction to the
fanciful rooms ahead. We
strolled into the dining room
which had a large fire place. But
the mantle was a little odd, not
surprising for a humorist like
Twain; there was a large glass
window! Where was the flue
and chimney? Well, the funny
character had itbuilt to the right
of the fireplace so on cold, snowy
days he could see the snow flakes

falling, as well as the hot flames •He had a pool table and a collecof the fife, all while earing din- tion of cigars and pipes. It is
ner! Whenlbuildmynextman- here where he wrote some of his
sion I'll have to add this special most famous works, such as
Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer.
feature.
All the rooms were deco- Painted on the ceiling were cirated in high Victorian style. But gars, pipes, pool cues, and balls.
there were two rooms that stood What a way to be inspired!
Although I was struck by
out the most, the guest room
and the billiard room. The guest the beauty of the house, I could
roomhad abeautiful mahogany not get over how much fun Tom
bed that was about the size of a Sawyer, Huck Finn, and! would
Jarvis single. What was even of had playing Indians in that
more amazing was the canopy; house. Andwhataplacetohide
it was as high as the ceiling of a in. In Tom Sawyer, Huck, Tom
Jarvis single. If our tour guide and Joe run away to an island
had not been there I would have for a couple of nights. It would
have been more fun at Twain's
definitelyjumpedinwithagood
book, maybe even Huck Finn, house with seven bathrooms
and caught up on my beauty and at least eight servants! Oh,
the trouble they could have gotsleep!
.
en into!
;
But no, we were dragged
upstairs to see more lavish bed
rooms, and then the billiard
room. This was Twain's retreat.

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

S Y R A C U S E
A B R O A D
Something to write home about!
• Programs in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic, England,
France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain
• Prior foreign language not always necessary
• SU credit
• Field trips/traveling seminars
• Internships
• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements

But there was no trouble to
cause with our trusty tour guide
watching over our every step,
"Don't touch any thing but the
banister." My experience there
was an enlightening one and I
would recommend visiting the
Twain House to anyone, especially if your parents are in to wn.
It would be perfect to entertain •
them, pretend like you know
what's goingonin Hartford, and
convince them that you spend
most of your free time doing
cultural activities
Tours run on the hour from
9:30 to 5 PM Monday through
Saturday and noon until 5 PM
on Sundays. Definitely see this
house before you are "'Neath
the Elms" on graduation day.

Showcase Cinemas, East Hartford
Nightmare Before 7:25 & 9:15
7:10 & 9:45
Fugitive
Cool Runnings 7:20 & 9:25
7:30 & 9:50
Malice
7:00
Gettysburg
Demolition Man 7:15 & 9:30

Beverly Hillbillies7:40 & 9:35
7:45 & 10:00
Good Son
Rudy
7:50 & 10:05
Dazed & Confused 7:55 & 10:10
Age of Innocence 7:05 & 9:40
Judgement Night 7:35 &9:55

take 1-84 East to exit 58 (Silver Lane)

568-8810
$6.75 $6.75 $6.75 $6.75 $6.75 $6.75
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Around
Head Of The
Charles
According to an Around Trinity
source, an interesting sight was to
be found at the popular Head of the
Charles this weekend. Our source
went searching for the Trinity Club
of Boston Tent and discovered a
sole alum under a tree with a small
banner.
The chap offered the travelers
"a bloody," and soon afterwards
excused himself where he proceeded to get sick and pass out next
to his Saab. Just doesn't get any
better than that.

Billy Joel
Around Trinity understands
that a good time was to be had at
Friday night at the Hartford Civic
Center, where Billy Joel played.
According to the Courant, he played
a satisfying amount of his classics
for the masses.

NING:
The Latin American Studies Program, incollaboration with the AreaStudies Department and the History Department, welcomes to Trinity College Mr.
Bruce F. Martin, Jr. Martin, Jr., program
secretary of the American Friends Service Committee, willbe lecturing on "The
Crisis in Cuba and the U.S. Embargo: An
Eyewitness." The lecture will be held in
Seabury 9-17 on Wednesday, October
27th, at 4 P.M.

Jeers.
To the parking attendant stationed in the Broad/Vernon Street
lotlast Saturday during the football
game.
An Around Trinity source was
none too pleased to discover that,
during this past week's contest
against •Bowdoin, the normally
free parking lot cost money to park
in, When it was brought to the
attendant's attention that the student was, in fact, a student, and that
he had a parking sticker to prove it,
the attendant still demanded a toll.
Where does this money go?
Whomever is responsible for levying the fee at Trinity home games
gets the big thumbs down. We at
AroundTrinity hope that only guests,
if anyone, are made to pay in the
future - or that the Bantams play no
more home games.

October 26-November 1
Tuesday:
5:00 PM Crypt ChapelEvening Prayer
Wednesday:
5:00 PM Friendship ChapelEvening Prayer
5:30 PM ChapelCarillon Guild
Thursday:
5:00 PM Friendship ChapelEvening Prayer
6:00 PM Chaplain's OfficeTeach the PreacherEat the Pizza
Bible study
Sunday:
1:00 PM Holy Eucharist
Reverend Nancy
Charles, Chaplain
5:00 PM Roman Catholic Mass
Reverend Raymond
Smialowski
Monday:
12:30 PM Lunch Time Organ
Recital Series
Charles Miller, Organist
5:00 PM Friendship ChapelEvening Prayer

The Latin American Studies Program also presents professor of Political
Sociology, Alex Dupuy, on Wednesday,
November 3rd. Dupuy will speak on
"Leadership and Economic Development
in Haiti." The Wesleyan University professor will be speaking in Hamlin Hall at
8:00 PM.
The Reverend Jesse Jackson will be
speaking at Faith Congregational Church,
2030 Main Street, Hartford. The city of
Hartford will provide bus transportation from Trinity College to Faith Congregational Church. Reverend Jackson
will speak on Thursday, October 28th, at
5:00 PM. For more information, and to
reserve a seat, call Shirley Surgeon at
549-4044,

Alternative
This weekend the campus was
treated to an alternative of an alternative nature. Mike Henry '94 put
on an al terna five miisic night in The
Cave. Since there was no alcohol,
attendance was mediocre. But for
.those vrtvo attended, theiugtoiwaa^
highly successful.
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Black and white photography by
Bud Schultz, professor of psychology at
Trinity College, will be on display in the
Mather Hall Artspace. This exhibition
features two series of photographs: "Pa-

The Trinity College Legislative Internship Program provides a unique opportunity for Trinity students to see how government works from the inside. An informal meeting for interested students willbe
held by Professor Diana Evans, of the Political Science Department, on Wednesday, October 27th, at 4:00 PM in Seabury

rism" and'Tnert ModelsTti'stuay in
thropomorphism)." The opening reception is Tuesday, October 26th, from 4:30
to 6:30 PM.
"On the Line," paintings, pen and
ink, ceramics, textiles and metalworks
by four art teachers and one media specialist from Hartford public schools will
be on display in Gallows Hill Bookstore
through Saturday, October 30th. Bookstore hours are 11 AM to 7:30 PM Monday through Friday and 12 noon to 5:00
PM on Saturday.
"The Speech That Won't Scour," a
mixed-media installationby four American theatrical designers—Christopher
Akerlind, David Budries, John Conklin
and Leslie Weinberg, The exhibition will
run through Saturday, October 30th in
Widener Gallery of Austin Arts Center.

CATION
Second quarter physical education
classes begin Monday, October 25th and
end December 10th. Add-Drop period
runs from October 25th to October 29th.
Class schedules are posted in Ferris. To
register, you need permission of the instructor teaching the course. Earn a quarter credit towards graduation while getting fit in Ferris!
All announcements must be submitted to the Tripod office no later than
Friday afternoons by 4:00 PM. Submissions will not be accepted any later.
NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE MADE.

Communj ty Outreach is. sponsoring a contest fur «i nfcw logo/ insignia/
emblem. A piize will be given to the
desjgn that is chosen The design
should be submitted on an 8 1/2x12
paper to Campus Mail Box JIU24. 7 ho
contest WJII run from Oaobo 4-20 It
anyone hnsany questions, please conVolunteers are needed to chaperone local childi en while trick-or-trtMling around Vemon Street and into the
different dorms that are participating.
The dorms participating are
Doonesbury, Version Stieet,]Iigh Rise,
Park Place, and Boardwalk. Contact
the Community Outreach Office at
x2383 if you are interested in giving
out candy Look for tables in Mather
October 25-29 to sign up.

(Classified i
SPRING BREAK7 Nights From $299
Includes: Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More!
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND CANCUN
JAMAICA SAN JUAN
Organize a small group-Earn FREE trip
plus commissions!
1-800-GET-SUN-1
**FREE TRIPS & CASH!**
Call us and find out how hundreds of
students are already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with A m e r i c a ' s
# 1 Spring Break company!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Panama, Daytona or Padre! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-SAVE or (617) 424-8222
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $2000+
monthly. Summer/holidays/full time.
World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe,
Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No
experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
•TRAVEL FREEH SPRING BREAK!
QUALITY VACATIONS TO HOT DESTINA^ A , BAHAMAS,
S.PADRE!
SELL "PROFESSIONAL" TOUR PACKAGES!
, BEST COMMISSIONS/SERVICE
SUN SPLASH TOURS 1 -800-426-7710
NEED 10 PEOPLE TO LOSE WEIGHT,
AND TEACH OTHERS TO DO THE SAME,
NO DIET OR DRUGS.
EARN $500 TO $1 500 PER MONTH
IF YOUR SERIOUS-CALL: 568-5153
WANTED: Someone to hold me. Am
honest, to the point Don't like work
games. Prefer live-in situation with
intellectually curious type. Meet me in
the college bookstore. I'll be in a blue
and yellow striped jacket.
GREEKS AND CLUBS
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE
WEEK!
For your fraternities, sororities, & clubs
Plus $1,000 for yourself!
And a FREE T-SHIRT just for calling.
1-800-932-0528 Ext.75

To Place a classified AD call
The Tripod Business Office at x2584

New

Cinderella Story
Do you believe inmiracles? The
Jarvis Peace Frogs Intramural Football team are an incredible SEVEN
ANDOH this season, their beststart
in four years, This ragtag, spit and
baling wire group of young armchair upstarts and wily veterans has
seen three years of heartbreak finally coalesce into an undefeated
season, The Frogs' success can be
attributed to their team chemistry,
Although they may not be the most
talented team (or the smartest or
the biggest), they certainly are the
luckiest. The Phillies have nothing
on these guys. Around Trinity saluti - the TV. U FIUI

m

Apocalypse Now
The Secret Garden

Tuesday

7:30

Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat

7:30

Fri, Sat
Sun
Sun, Mon

Barjo
La Vie de Boheme

^

9:40
'2:30
7:30

•

;*>•
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<XM you Know?

The 10 Unsassiest Colleges In America As Named By Sassy Magazine
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL. Since the 1920's, approximately 27 fraternities and sororities, called the "Machine,"
have used intimidation, student apathy, and manipulation to control campus politics,
Goucher College, Baltimore, MD. In the Ms. Goucher Pageant, males don "traditional" female getups like wigs, bras, and
garter belts and strut across stage while males in the audience shout obscenities about women.
The Citadel, Charleston, SC, and Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Va. These two all-male military colleges are the
nation's only state-supported, single-sex schools that are practicing sex discrimination.
Brandeis University, Waltham, MA. Brandeis is the most expensive university in the country for 1993-1994 at $26,130 a year,
more than twice the average cost for a private four year college.
Yale University, New Haven, CT. Alumni include George Bush, Sen. Arlen Specter, Pat Robertson, John Silber, William F.
Buckley Jr., and Clarence Thomas.
California State University. Although women make up 53% of the student body and 26% of the athletes at Fresno State, they
receive only 12% of the near $9.3 million intercollegiate sports budget.
Boston University, Boston, MA. John Silber, president of B.U. wins hands down for being the unsassiest college president.
University of California, Irvine. Only 10% of the College of Medicine faculty (national average is 25%) are women; between
1987 and 1991,15 faculty members were appointed to tenured positions, 11 more faculty hired to nontenured positions, and not
one was a woman.
State University of New York (SUNY) at Oneida. After an elderly white woman's was burglarized in 1992, and the
description given to cops was a young, black male, a school official gave the police a list of all the black males attending the
school, assuming if they didn't commit the crime, they must know who did.
*** The Features Editor is convinced that Tom Gerety is clearly the sassiest college president in America.
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Whaf s Your Biggest Phobia?
PHOTOS BY KELLY COLL1S

Matt Sullivan'95
"I'm scared! of being
in the Tripod/'

i
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CSheehan'96,B.
Hogan '96, G Kutner
'96

JillRamano'97

" Arachnids, Dodge
City, and Leprosy/'

'Snakes."
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DanAnixt'95

Dave Specter'97

Heights/'

"Sleeping through a
midterm."

*

•

•

Camalia Valdez'94

Michelle Pilapir97
Fear of heights."

•

'

"Running out of air
while scubadiving/'
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Minutes:
Get Drunk
With SGA!
Pass out.
Lose 2 turns.
S9JTIUIJAJ

vos

Road Trip!
Take significant other'
to Wadsworth and
Congress Rotisserie in
SGA Car.
Advance to SGA Vehicle

SGAAllocatic
RULES!

RA Bonding Event
You are deemed "insensitive,"
and sent to Wesleyan with
suitcase of
Tie-Dyes. ,(
Game Over"""

All players start out with $210 student activity f
Players roll the dice and advance their token the
squares. The object is to keep going around as i
avoiding the IRS and DOS (Dean of Students).
Conflict of interest rule: At the beginning of the
organizations that he/she is involved in. Player;
pay money to their own organizations.
All money left in your account when you pass
for the next year's expenditures or pocketed for
You have no obligation to tell any othe**fdayer!
If player run out of money, the players simply \
their organizations until the player becomes fin
No cheating.
Cheaters are brought before the ad-hoc cheatin
Cheaters appoint the cheating committee.
In case of disputes, Roberts Rules of Order are
regulations.
There are three ways to get out of The Pitts: R
"Daddy Calls Dean" card, or Paying a $50 brit
When a player lands on The View, the player i
This is similar in nature to most drinking game
laughing" and "No reading Kant," are extreme

Go To Bathroom...
..during an SGA Meeting
without a point of
personal privilege.

CO

I i—H

i'^\KHM
\—^H/3>

^ ^ i
Purchase leather
^""^
briefcases for
SGA executive board: $50

Read From Kant's
Metaphysics
of Morals.
Lose 4 turns
SGA Sponsors Responsible
Drinking Seminar.

Hi

Skip it.
CO

i

Go to fraternity party.

SJ;
i—*

o

SGA Imposes a
Clothing Tax!

O

£.S£ ft.

You are assessed:
$10 per beer T-shirt
$15 per LAX hat.

Outraged By Tripod Story...
Advance token to
Tripod office
and attend
candlelight vigil.

WW

*

on
^5*

Jones Pitts

SGA

lafirmary

Le Bistro

Minutes

Culture
Car! !

CO

9

Pledge ORL
Advance to RA Annex,
lose two turns and
respect of
friends.

Visiting

Earplugs: $2

Sudafed: $3

Snapple:
$1.40

Take a card...

"Can you drc
us off at Une
Dave's?" $5
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The Spotlight Is On...

SGA Member of the Week: Justin Van Etten
BY GAVIN ANDREWS
Features Writer

Justin Van Etten '96 spent his high
school years in a small, quiet suburban
town in Massachusetts. Yet, this small
community was no t without controversy.
His sophomore year was riddled with
debate over funding, teacher layoffs and
TV teaching. Justin made the decision to
have his voice heard concerning these
issues.
He saw his opportunity to be a part
of the decision making process over issues that meant a great deal to him. Justin ran for a seat on the school committee
and won, marking the beginning of his
career of active involvement.
"It is so important that students get
involved here. " Justin stated, sitting in
the cramped SGA office, known to many
as the Student Life Resource Center. As
a member of SGA, the International Club
and the Math Club, Justin is one of the
more active students on campus.

issues like the Greek system and the members, but, it should be addressed,
He spends hours every week in the
Honor Code are important to many stu- and I hope it will be an important issue in
SGA office at Mather, and he is curdents on campus, but not many people the future."
rently lobbying foranadditionto Mather
voice any opinion probably because they
Having been so active in issues imthat would create a lot more conference
don'tknow where or how to. He consid- portant to him, Justin hopes that soon
and office space for student groups on
campus.
He is also working on revamping Justin stated that issues like the Greek system and the
the entire shuttle system in order to help Honor Code are important to many students on campus,
it run more smoothly. To do this, he is
sending out ques tionnaires to find ascer- but not many people voice any opinion, probably because
tain where the problems are.
they don't know where or how to. He considered the
When asked what he felt the purpose of Trinity's student government SGA a perfect place for the student body to express
Justin said, "SGA is a student government that could be truly representative concerns and a place where they can take action.
of the student body, but it's always the
same people who run for the offices each ers SGA a perfect place for the student others will realize what he has about
body to express concerns and a place SGA, and what it can do for them. "I see
year."
Justin added that SGA could get where they can take action.
myself being involved with SGA for all
Presently, one of Justin's biggest four years I'm at Trinity." Justin stated.
more accomplished if the students realized how powerful the organization goals is to help the student body make
It seems that even if wanted to, he
the realizationthat SGA is their organi- would have a hard time not being incould be with more student support.
"SGA is concerned more with policy zation, run by the students for the stu- volved. Justin has never been one to let
decisions than activities, but the issues dents. "As of now, my concerns are not things pass by that affect him without his
are important ones." Justin stated that a full-blown issue for all of the SGA input.
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Boots and Birks Return With Helpful Advice

BY BOOTS AND BIRKS
Features Writers

Dear Boots and Birks,
I've always been attracted to the
opposite sex, but I have this gorgeous
roommate, and I find myself fantasizing
about her constantly. She insists on dancing around the room in her underwear,
slowly and rhythmically gyrating her
hips, her breasts undulating to the beat
of the music. She's driving me wild, and
I don't know how to approach her about
this. Your advice would be greatly appreciated.
Signed,
The Romping Roommates
Dear Romping Roommates,
It appears as though you are stuck in
a dilemma: you have a strong attraction
towards someone you have to live with
for the rest of the year. Normally, I
would suggest being forthright and honest about your feelings for someone, but
seeing as this could make living accommodations very uncomfortable, I would
advise against jumping into the sea of
love blindfolded. If you are unable to
tear your mind away from her, try and
engage your roommate in a frank, open
conversation about sex. If she reveals

that she has been involved with other
women in the past, chances are she has
been trying to drop you a hint for a while
by parading around in scanty lingerie.
Still, you must be aware that if you and
your roommate do engage in any sort of
sexual relationship, the consequences
could be unsavory, and your living arrangement could become very uncomfortable.
So, try and test the waters, and if
your roommate does express interest,
talk things over with her and see how she

Dear Boots and Birks,
Who is that half asleep but still great
looking, smiling, funny, down-to-earth
girl I see racing into Clement Thursday at
8:30 a.m.? Is it Daryl Hannah? Alllknow
is I can't think straight anymore.
Signed,
Want to Meet Her
Dear Want to Meet Her,
Boots and I are unsure as to who this

Still, you must be aware that if you and your roommate
do engage in any sort of sexual relationship, the consequences could be unsavory, and your living arrangement
could become uncomfortable.
feels about the situation. If you two do
decide to begin an affair, contact ORL
about possibly getting a single for one of
you. From there, do not be ashamed
about exploring your sexuality. One affair with a member of the same sex does
not make you a lesbian, and if you find
that your sexuality is clearly defined with
the same sex, don't be ashamed of it.
Good Luck,
Boots

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.

woman is. We are pretty sure it isn't
Daryl Hannah, although things with she
and JFK junior are reportedly on the
rocks. After scoping out Clement on
Thursday at 8:30 a.m., we were unable to
come up with any Daryl Hannah look-'
alikes. This is an advice column, not a
detective agency, remember. If you could
give us a little more information, perhaps we could find out her name, although I am not sure we could print it.
For now, I would suggest watching Wall
Street or Splash a few times, and then
getting your school work done. When
mat's done, how about asking this girl if
you can buy her a cup of coffee in the
Cave when her class is done? Stranger
things have happenned.
Good Luck,
Birks

Hours:
Monday through Friday
1:00— 4:00 PM
through Thursday
Late nfght hours in Mather HaH
Sun, Mon, and Thurs 10 PM 'til Midnight
Drop in or call 2468 for an appointment.

Dear Boots and Birks,
I was introduced to this "friend
ot a friend" \at.t sprvng He is very handsome a n 4 totally ctiaimed me with
,:bfuftdte!;6few!Mffpw*rs and love notes
slipped under my door at 2:00 am. I've
never been quite so flattered. I loved the
compliments he paid me and the romantic way he wooed me. He could do no
wrong. The last two months of school, I
was totally consumed with his deep af-

fection and constant attention. I eventually accep ted his gifts of love and then his
heart. I began to give him mine as well.
At first, he was so thrilled that
he had won me over that nothing
changed. He continued to do little things
for me to remind me of his love. I learned
to do things for him to assure him that he
was constantly in my thoughts. Then
summer came and we began weeks of
long love letters and extensive phone
bills. Nothing changed till we returned
to school this fall. But when it began to
change, it was the difference between
night and day. He still tells me he loves
me and I honestly believe he does, but
the notes have ceased, the flowers have
died, and the romance is lost. How do I
get it back? I love him and want to
be with him but I keep wondering if the
relationship has come to a dead-end.
Signed,
Hopefully Heartless.

Dear Hopefully Helpless,
Your name says it all. You may
be Heartless, buthope is the key. You can
save this thing, as long as the desire to
preserve what you lost is mutual. First,
be sure you have told him how you feel.
Maybe he has just been a little clue less.
Maybe he's just been overworked and
exhausted and has taken you a little for
granted. Maybe he just needs a little refresher course. Take him away for the
night. Buy him some flowers. Slip him a
note. Reverse the table and dote on him
for a bit. Then slip some subtle hints.
Remember, you aren't keeping score.
Though the novelty of your relationship
has worn off, you have moved into a
new, sometimes better phase. Relish in
the security of your developed love.
Lastly, make sure you aren't the only
one putting out the effort. Love is a two
1
waystreet. Keep the faith. Loveisapowerful thing. Why do you think theycallit
bittersweet?
Signed,
Boots.

1/2 Price entire menu 4 pm til 10 pm
includes: Beer • Wine • Pizza

W o o d Fired

HARTFORD

Brick Oven

296-0353

n Ave. Hartford
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Whafs In the Stars: Features Picks Your Horoscopes
BY AMY KERRIGAN AND LISSA
SMITH
Features Writers

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
The complications in
your social life are a result of your sign aligning
with Mars. The excess gossiping and arguing among your friends is especially
frustrating because you are in the middle
of it all. Your middle name is Peacemaker. Use your diplomatic skills to prevail. This is a good week to be verbal
among your figures of authority. Don't
be shy and you will be rewarded.
TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)

CANCER
(June 22-July 22)
Domestic problems
are headed your way soon.
Make every effort to handle them tactfully. Charm and control will get you the
quiet you seek. Romance is in your sign
this week. Your better half can't get
enough of you. Relish in it. Skip a class,
sleep in. Be ready for some indecent
proposals.
LEO
(July 23-August 22)
That idea you've
been mulling around in
your head will do you good if you let it
out. Your financial situation will soar as
a result. A stranger will approach you to
get better acquainted. Let it happen.
Something you learn from him or her
will alter your perception of reality. Listen to your dreams this week, your psychic powers are at their peak. Get in
touch with your family.

Deep thoughts are in
your stars. While you are in this thinking
mode, make those important decisions
you've been putting off, especially those
VIRGO
about your love life. Don't worry if your
emotions run wild this week, you will
(August 23-September 22)
regain your usual level headed ways in a
few days. A long lost romance isn't as
Your boundless enforgotten as you think. Don't be sur- ergy are unyielding this week. But be
prised if you are contacted soon.
careful, impulsive words or deeds could
be your undoing. Thinkbefore you speak.
Take on a project this weekend. Spend
GEMINI
some time with your journal. Be reflec(May 21-June 21)
Your active intellect, tive. Your sense of humor is at an all time
high energy and competitive high this week. Get together with some
spirit will bring about sweet old friends and laugh, laugh, laugh.
success in your classes this week,but not
LIBRA
without a little hard work, which will be
noticed by those you respect. Don't take
(September 23-Ocany chances with the good luck you have Q> \ Q>
1
tober 23)
thankful and spread the
show a sure

A~4-~«.

way you think entirely.

week. Be gracious and accept the apology. This is your month of reconciliation in rela tionships. This will also prove
true with your mate. Show him/her
that you seek peace. Think creatively.
SCORPIO
(October 24-November 21)
You are very emotional this week. Everyone
is worried about you. Get a grip and
assure them that you are okay. Lean on
your closest friends to pull you through
the slump. Then spend your energy helping someone you don't know. Perform a
random act of kindness and it will be
returned.

AQUARIUS
(January 20-February 18)
The time has come to
make some decisions about
those who surround you. Get rid of those
around you who are bringing you down.
You deserve better. Exotic travel lies
ahead. Invite someone you love. Channel your mental energy into your work.
Be careful of what you say to those in
charge.
PISCES
(February 19-March 20)

An unexpected stroke of
good fortune lies ahead. Romance is definitely in the air and you will feel like you
are in high school again. Go with it. Don't
SAGITTARIUS
let it consume you, though. Stick it out
(November 22- De- during the work week and you can relax
cember 21)
knowing you have made the right choices.

Be aware of those around you
this week. Don't fall prey to jealousy
and suspect behavior. Use careful planning'in your schedule to maximize your
timel You will make a new, but lifelong
friend in the near future. Take a camping trip, explore nature, enjoy the fall.
Give money to your favorite charity,
anonymously.
CAPRICORN
(December 22-January

Be cautious of your
financial dealings in the
near future. Be wary of those around
you, but not too suspicious. Take some
chances in love. Make smart decisions
with your time. Lady Luck is with you
this month. Roll the die.

Boots and Birks
Want To Help
You. Please
Drop All Letters
In Campus Mail
Addressed To
FeaturesBox
#1310.

outs with wm beg your forgiveness mis

This Week's Top Ten
Tbp TenLines Overheard at Fantasy
puild/Sorority Mixer
From the home office of Jaffcr, the evil sorcerer'
10, I thought you guys said A.t>. not F.C,
9. Ohh, that kind of fantasy.
8. No, I am not here to help you with
mythology homework.

7, Sorry, I don't date elves.
6. How'd you like to be my Dungeon
Mistress?
5. What do you mean you think our cups
are stupid?
4. I love you so much, I named my
character after you.
3. "Smithers, release the hounds."

Grammar Kills Me
Conducted by Laverne Nishihara
Wednesday, November 3,1993
7:00-8:15 p.m.

The Writing Center
115 Vernon St.
Have you had papers returned
with cryptic comments like "frag.," "awk.,"
or some commas crossed out and some added?
This workshop is for student writers who want
to improve their grasp of grammar and mechanics.
We will address some of the top ten
sentence-level problems
in college writing, including those related
to sentence structure and punctuation.

2- Japanese Animation-Cinestudio-7:30-

Be There.
1. "I've never done that in a Funston
Single". "Neither have I,"

Workshop open to all Trinity students
To register, call Matthew Burfeind
at the Writing Center,
X2036.
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Fab Four At Cinestudio
APOCALYPSE NOW
Tues. Oct. 26
7:30p.m.
(1979) Director: Francis Ford Coppola.
Written by Coppola and John Milius.
Cinematography by Vittorio Storaro
(Academy Award Winner). Music by
Carmine Coppola, Francis Coppola. Cast:
Martin Sheen, Robert Duvall, Marlon
Brando, Dennis Hopper, Frederic Forrest,
Larry Fishburne. Loosely based on Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. Ever
since our screening of Eleanor Coppola's
Hearts of Darkness about the making of

elegantly expressive, a discreet and lovely
rendering of the Children's classic.. ."-Janet

Maslin, New York Times. 103 min.
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Upcoming Musk and Theater
Events In The Hartford Area

TheaterWorks will open its 1993-1994 seaseon with Kiss of the Spider Woman by
Manuel Puig, the play upon which the current hit Broadway musical is based. The
production will run October 29th through November 28th, and will be directed by
Rob Ruggiero. Student tickets are available for $13. Call the box office at 527-7838
for further information,
Hartford Stage's production of Shakespeare's TJie Merchant of Venice, directed
Audiard, based on Confessions of a CrapArtist by Philip K.Dick. Cast: Hippolyte by Mark Lamos, is playing now and runs through November 6th. A comedy-drama
Giradot, Anne Brochet, Richard of romance, morality and greed, the play is one of the two most produced works in
Bohringer. The combination of a cult the Shakespeare canon. Call the box office at 527-5151 for ticket prices and show
novel by Philip K. Dick (whose previous times.
Tuesday, October 26th and Wednesday, October 27th, the Hartford Symphony
books were adapted as Blade Runner and
p
Total Recall), and Jerome Boivin, the mav- Orchestra presents a Music at Westminster series. Both performances are ar8:00 p.m.
been asking for the return of Francis Ford erick French director of Baxter, results in at the Centennial Theatre, Westminster School, Simsbury. The evening includes
Coppola's famous epic. Presented in the a comedy that lies somewhere beyond music composed by Moteverdi, Gluck, Copland, Mendelssohn, and Thomson. Call
original 70mm version (as first shown, ordinary description. Barjo (Giradot) is a HSO Ticket Services at 244-2999.
without screen credits), Coppola's hallu- true eccentric obsessed with the end of
Recognized for well over thirty years as having set the standard for performance
cinatory journey goes deep into the the world and projects like increasing of piano trio literature, the Beaux Arts Trio; "Unquestionably the finest trio performmadness of the American psyche dur- his cat's vocabulary. When he moves ing before the public today" (Montreal Gazette), comes to UConn's Jorgensen
ing the Vietnam war. Now legendary into his sister Fanfan's household, it sets Aud itorium on Thursday, October 28th, at 8:00 p.m. For more information call 486performances of Martin Sheen, Robert into motion what can only be called a 4226.
Duvall, Dennis Hopper, Marlon Brando, psycho-sexual time bomb. Co-starring
The Wadsworth Anfheneum's Aetna Theater ends its celebration of Audrey
and a very young Larry Fishburne. Great Anne Brochet (Cyrano de Bergerac, Tons Hepburn movies with Robin and Marian, starring Sean Connery and Robert Shaw,
60's music on the 7-channel Dolby Stereo Les Matins du Monde) as the outrageous and Always, starring Richard Dreyfuss and Holly Hunter. The double feature plays
soundtrack. 153 min.
Fanfan. 95 min.
at 7:30 on Thursday, October 28th and Saturday, October30th, and at 2:00 on Sunday,
October 31st. Tickets are $5. The Aetna theater is located at 600 Main Street,
THE SECRET GARDEN
Hartford. .
LA VIE DE BOHEME
Wed. Oct. 27- Sat. Oct. 30
Sun. Oct 31 - Tues. Nov. 2
7:30 p.m.
(1993) Directed by Agnieszka Holland. 7:30
Screenplay by Caroline Thompson (Finland/France 1993) Written and di(screenwriter of Edward Scissorhands), rected by Aki Kaurismaki, based on the
based on the book by Frances Hodgson novel by Henri Murger. CinematograBurnett. Photographed by Roger phy by Timo Salminen. Cast: Matti
Deakins. Music by Zbigniew Preisner. Pellonpaa, Evelyne Didi, Andre Wilms,
Executive Producer: Francis Ford Kari Vaananen, Jean-Pierre Leaud. The
Coppola. Cast: Kate Maberly, Heydon Finnish director (The Match Factory Girl,
Prouse/ Maggie Smith/Andrew Knott, Leningrad Coxuboys Go America) known
John Lynch.: A truly wonderful film by for his post-modern sense of absurdity
Agnieszka Holland (Angry Harvest, and deadpan humor takes us back to
Europa, Europa, Olivier, Olivier),a woman 19th century Paris for a new film based
who has quickly become a brilliant and on the novel that inspired Puccini's Ln
accomplished director. Frances Hodgson Boheme. Kaurismaki's bohemians are less
Burnett's much loved story, published in romantic heroes suffering for their art
1909, tells of a spoiled liltle girl who than an amusingly gloomy bunch ol
.would-be painters and writers biting
gland. £3bltecl after by her uncle and
Mrs Medlock (Maggie Smith), his severe
housekeeper, she begins to discover the
healing power of the natural world in a
magical garden. "Ms. Holland's film is

BARJO
Fri. Oct. 29 - Sat. Oct. 30
9:40
(France, 1993) Directed by Jerome Boivin.
Screenplay by Boivin and Jacques

mrtsntaki is an original, one of cinema's
most distinctive and idiosyncratic neio art-

ists" - Vincent Canby, New York Times.
100 min.
Credits and plots by Christine McCarthy.

Students rehearse for Mary Barnes, written by David Edgar arid directed
by Prof. Joshua Karter. The show runs Oct. 26th - Oct. 30th at 7:30 p.m.

Upcoming Studio ArtsAnd
Literature Events At Trinity

K APL A N
Nobody knows
standardized tests like
we du. Kaplan and
only Kaplan employs a
full-time staff of test
researchers-hundreds
of them-to study,
observe, track, dissect,
simulule and explain
standardized tests.
Then we teach you
what we know.

"On The Line," paintings, pen and ink, ceramics, textiles and metalworkmg by
four art teachers and one media specialist from Hartford public schools are on
display in the Gallows Hill Bookstore. The exhibition runs through October 30th
The bookstore is open 11:00 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and on
Saturdays from 12:00 to 5:00 p.m.
"That Speech Won't Scour," a mixed-media installation by four theatrical
designers, runs through October 30th at Austin Art's Widener Gallery. This installation was conceived and coordinated by Jeffry Walker, directory of the Austin Arts
Center, and Richard Gold, the Center's performing arts technical director and
production manager. The Widener Gallery is open 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. daily.
The opening reception for Bud Schultz's black and white photography is
October 26th at 4:30 p.m. The exhibition features two series of photographs called
"Parades and Protests: Two Faces of Patriotism" and "Inert Models (a Study in
Anthropomorphism)," The photography will be at the Mather Art Space through
November 19th.
Wednesday, October 27th, an eminent Russian playwright and short story
writer, Lyudmila Pertushevskaya, will read "The New Robinsons: A Chronicle of
the End of the Twentieth Century" at 7:00 p.m. in the McCook auditorium. Part of
the Trinity College Women's Studies Fall Lecture Series.

That's what we do.
That's all we du. And
we've been doing it
ir« ..,„ c . .. , „
successfully for over
Kaplan Educational Ctr, „„
967D Farmington Ave. 5 0 y M r s '
W. Hartford, CT 06107

Call:
236-6851

Successful
test-takers
like the
test-makers.
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE

Part of the installation "That Speech Won't Scour," which runs through
Oct. 30th in the Widener Gallery.
« e « s
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Cardenal Awes All With Poetry
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Writer
He wasn't a particularly
large man. I don't think he
cleared the podium by very
much. Clad in baggy jeans, a
white t-shirt, and a black felt
beret, he looked like your average grandfather dressed to play
a quick game of cribbage.
Until he opened his mouth
to speak.
Father Ernesto Cardenal,
world-renowned Nicaraguan
revolutionary and poet-priest
read his poetry with a force that
made every seat in Goodwin
Theater vibrate. I held onto
both armrests, not caring that I
was usurping them from the
unsuspectingpeople next to me,
because his was the kind of
poetry that made me want to
cling to something.
And I didn't understand a

After Pfeil read, Father
Cardenal read the same selection in Spanish. Cardenal lingered over many of the words,
giving them the proper care as
he would a child. His voice was
musical — deep and resonant
— with its own poetic time signature.
After Cardenal read, he often called on Professor of History Dario Euraque to translate
his comments. This procedure
offered many humorous moments, such as the time when
Euraque hesitantly said, "Now
Father Cardenal will speak
about cosmic sexuality." To
which Father Cardenal quipped,
"Sex, Call it sex."
We had a good chuckle
over that one. (Seriously,
though, I and many others were
very grateful for Professor
Euraque's help.)
Along with laughter, the

Cardenal lingered over many of the words,,
giving them the proper care as he would a
child. His voice was musical - deep and
resonant - with its own poetic time signature.
word of his Spanish, save an
occasional vida or noche.
I didn't need to worry,
though, because the Trinity College Poetry Center had a plan
that would take care of us audience members who didn't understand the Spanish language.
Fred Pfeil, professor of English at Trinity, read the translated selections from Cardenal's
latest work, Cosmic Canticle. He
read witha deliriously paradoxical triix oi dry wit and childlike
wonderment, as if he were tickled and awed by the words at
the same time,

audience at times would gasp,
and sigh at the beautiful and
sometimes disturbing images.
For example, Cardenal spoke of
the evolution of man: "Energy/matter/galaxy/sun/
planet/life/ technology/and
then what?/When the universe
was the size of a grapefruit.../
•And before, of an apple./We're
quite familiar with how the
universe was born/but not how
it will end."
• Caidenal also read abput
politics. "Where they may be
against the war, against. /Wherever in favor, in favor. /Yes and

Last Night Of Special
Screening AtCinestudio
Fiancw, T ord C oppola's Apocalvpse Now is at CjnestuJio for
one mort. n.^ht luesdaj October 26th The Aiaiienvv Award
Hinrung.cinrrndtograph) b\ Vittouobtoraro Ajllbchownmtlv
i r gir al 7'1 nnlLinefcr \ O-MPJI and wi" A 7-rharmel Oolbj Stereo
soundtrack
Vvlidl due>> thf> nwan in layman's
R1GGIKSC. Kt h \ Bl HI KSOLXD
l i e '•haw promise to be an ovuwhelming trip into the
f the Vietnam war, one whiih audiences aie not likch
Bt

FEATURING
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

956-6000
HOURS
Mon-Thurs 11:30-10:00
Fri & Sat 11:30-11:00
Sun 5:00-9:00

no, said Nixon./(Because politicians havetobe flexible.)" The
audience harumphed wryly at
this selection.
Yes, the audience experienced a range of reactions - but
that's not the point. The point
is, we were all reacting at the
same time to the same ideas.
Goodwin Theater, filled almost
to capacity with a palette of
ethnicities, was experiencing a
common feeling that transcended the boundaries of languages.
The readings ended too
quickly, although we had been
listening for well over an hour.
After the audience calmed
down from the frenzied standing ovation, Cardenal offered to
answer questions.
One woman asked if he
would return to politics, to
whichherepliedno,because he
wanted time to write. One man
asked if he ever read his poetry
to guitar music. Cardenal
chortled, then paused and replied, "My music is poetry."
After the questions subsided and the audience members filtered into the lobby,
Cardenal came out as well to
sign, books. Almost everyone
bought one, some many, but
they all clutched them as if they
were children with a much coveted Christmas present.

Father Ernesto Cardenal moved Goodwin Theater
with his poetry on Wednesday, October 20th.

The Breeder's In Brief:
The Breeder's Last Splash

guitar solo explodes in the
middle of the song leaving any
listenerbreathless. The album's
Having made a huge dent on first released single, "Cannonthe college-rock scene for years ball," with its walloping guitar
as the Pixies' bassist, Kim Deal line and rollicking chorus, could
is set to take off with The Breed- incite the kind of frenzy NirCardenal had signed many ers' Last Splash (Electra), her vana sparked two years ago with
books before I reached him with sophomore album with her "Smells likeTeenSpirit" or Pearl
my copy of Cosmic Canticle. I own band, the "Breeders". The Jam's "Alive." "Cannonball" rewanted to tell him a thousand group augments songs already flects the Breeders' optimism;
things, bu 11 was surrounded by rich in hooks and silken vocals according to Deal, the track was
by Deal, with extras like "indus- intended to challenge people
people with thousands more.
I just looked at the man, his trial" noise from a sewing ma- who would rather spit into a
grandfatherly face, black beret, chine (a Kenmore 12-stitch to be wishing well than throw a penny
and shock of white hair, and exact) and island-reggae spice. in: "I say, don't spit in it; jump
Perhaps the band's most mu- in. And don't just jump in. Do
managed a simple but heartfelt
sically interesting song is "In- a cannonball - make the biggest
"Gradas."
visible man." The hard-hitting splash you can."
BY JOSHUA WEINSTEIN
Arts Writer

Russian Author
To Read And
Discuss Work
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor

Lyudmila Petrushevskaya,
Russian playwright and story
writer, will be at Trinity Wednesday, Oct. 27th. At 2:40 p.m.,
there will be a discussion in the
Chemistry building, room 106,
about the importance of "family
themes" in all great drama.
Then at 7:00 p.m. in the
McCook
auditorium,
Petfushevskaya will read her
new short story, "The New
Robinsons: A Chronicle of the
End of the Twentieth Century."
For a quarter century the
Soviet literary establishment refused
to
publish
Petrushevskaya, with the exception of occasional stories and
individual plays, because her
works confront volatile topics
in forbidden areas: they expose
psychological disintegration
and social corruption of the urban intelligentsia.

Lyudmila Petrushevskaya, Russian author, will read
on Oct. 27th, 7:00 p.m., in the McCook auditorium.
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Book Review: David Rabe's Gonzo Group's Art Blast More
Horrific Recital Of The Dog Creative Than Any Muppet
BY CLAIRE PINGEI.
into the depths of the protagonist's
Arts Writer
psyche. The dissent is laced with tragedy and horror, and yet the reader is
TheConzci Art Croup is a studentDa vid Rabe, best known for his 'Viet- somehow made to sympathize with his
run nrte group which wasi begun his.1
nam plays, has taken on a new form to actions. And this is where Rabe is most
spring by Heather Dunbar '95, Raffi
express himself. His first novel, Recital of successful in his portrayal of one man
Khalchadounan '95, Claire Pingel '95,
the Dogt proves he is not limited to the against the insanity he sees around him.
and Sarah Hirsch'95.1 heir intent was
stage for the kind of dramatic tension The reader becomes wrapped up in the
to create a casual forum for student ort
evident in plays like Streamers and Tliose strange workings of the protagonist's
at Trinity. The second Gonzo Art filast
the River Keeps (scheduled for release next mind. We see his struggle, flight, and
will be held in mid-Nov ember, and
year). In fact, Rabe takes flight when eventual fall with sympathetic eyes. But
contributions are welcome from all
making the transition from the external more than tha t we identify with his plight,
members of ihe 1 riruty community.
to the internal world; released from the feel his pain and more importantly and
.The firht Art Blast was held last
fetters of what can be seen and under- more horribly we feel his insanity. Here
spring, and involved a friendly takeis
a
taste:
stood to what can be imagined and exover of the basement tunnel in Cook
plored, and Rabe shows the possibilities
"Ahead, the moon is a pockmarked orb dormitory. Over fifty student works
are limitless. This new found sense of haloed in lacy swirls. Lower on the horizon, were involved in the four-hour long
freedom in literature and his past train- clusteredfragmentsof clouds are animated celebration of student vreativity. The
ing as a playwright give Rabe the unique and emotional. Scablike particles join with cold.gTaffiliedcemcntwnllbofthehaseopportunity to not only say exactly what pitch-black petals in a tumultuousfabric and mfcHt provided and excellent backhe wants but to create and dream as he I amfixed upon a veiny indentation, a darker ground to* a sound body of work Both
desires.
curlicue that threatens to break open, gush- two- and three-dimensional workj
Like his plays, Recital of the Dog, ing forth to fill the world with otherworldly were included and many were culled
deals with the well-meaning but short- substance that, now constrained, makes the fiom the studio art classes at Trinity.
sighted individual caught within a de- bulging sky so black . . . Throughout the
MUSH was first provided bi lake Shaw
ranged and destructive society. Through length of the horizon, bndselibedumps are
his characters the reader is made to see proliferating, one among thenv rtiore conthe dynamics and.pathologies that pro- spicuous than all the others. That darker
duce a situation which will inevitably curlicue I noted previously has grown even
lead to destruction. His strange form of more ominous, swellling up threatening to
the hero, a morally questionable charac- burst. Pressurized from within, the expandter at best, selfish, violent, blind at worst, ing orb has a translucent surface tike the
struggles to take control of his world pupil of an eye opening onto the world, someeven if he is labeled out of control by thing dark and brainy peeringout. The edges
stir with blood and around it rolls a current
members of a pernicious society.
of purple thickening with the growing stress
This is the path that Rabe takes the
behind it, until the sky starts to split, the
reader on, a highly intellectual and yet
panoramic darkness shaking.
extremely dark journey. The descripAnd then ivhat bursts forth to the
tions of darkness, solitude, and despair
accompaniment of the most gigantic silence
are stirring and have the kind of draI have ever heard is the morning." (pp.
matic vision that his plays possess. His
252-253)
d ialogue is sparse but well-placed. These
conventions lead the reader to plunge
BY JOSHUA WEINSTEIN
Arts Writer

'95 «>nd his harmonica. The student
band Betty later took o\er and provided d nouy climax for Ihe event. The
revellers including both students and
faculty from a wide variety of departments, enjoyed the informal and stimulating evening while the rain poured
down outside.
The show provided an interesting
complement for the Studio Arts Annual Fxhibition, a juried show which is
organized by the Studio Arts faculty
and takes place in Austin Art's ft'idener Gallery.
This, year, the organisers of Gon7o
hope that even more students will become involved They also hope lo add
another dimension to the event through
poetrj readings by interested individuals.
AH who wish to be involved with
Gon/o's nevt event thould contact
H«>AtheiUunbari\3V*Crt,C.l«urePini;e]
(x 2S05), or Ralti Knatchadounan ^x
359(1) a& soon ai possible with questions or suggestions

Hang Out Tuesdays With WRTC
BY MIKE SPAEDER
Arts Writer

future to the Underground. Tonight,
October 26, Yo La Tengo, King Kong,
Pitchblende and Chris Knox will be
Every Tuesdaynightas you walk by performing in the Cave. It's free for
Hamlin Hall, you hear a loud, ringing students. I highly recommend the
noise that resembles music. It appears to Hoboken, NJ-based Yo La Tengo. I like
be coming from the Underground Cof- to describe them as the Velvet Underfee House. You want to go in, but some- ground with a distortion pedal. They
thing keeps you back. As Sarah Hirsch just put out a new album on Matador
reported a few weeks back in the Tripod, records and Spin loved it, so definitely
the Underground is a great place to visit. check them out.
Every Tuesday night, WRTC (that's our
On November 2, Sacramento, CA's
college radio station) brings in bands Tiger Trap will be playing in the Underfrom all over the world to play for free. ground. Sassy magazine is crazy over
Everyone from Superchunk to Buf- this all-female combo, who is on tour
falo Tom to Vanilla Trainwreck have supporting their debut album on K
played there. Even the Smackboys have records. Other shows in the future inmade an appearance or two. In fact, if clude Small on the 9th of November,
you are an avid watcher of Mtv's Alter- featuring former Superchunk member
native Nation or 120 Minutes, you can Chuck on drums. And on November 23,
see the Underground in a video. That's the Underground will welcome New
right, all of the interior scenes of Haven ska band Springheeled Jack, feaGumball's "New Rose" video were shot turing Trinity's own Patrick Gingras '94,
right here at Trinity.
on trumpet. Be sure to check out all these
Hey, but who cares about the past, shows and don't forget to listen WRTC
let's talk about who is coming in the 89,3 PM for all your new music.
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Men's Soccer just below 500 mark "Fab Five" and Colby
Continued from page 24

and putting Trinity on the Scoreboard.
Fifteen minutes into the
half, captain Stan Stolarz received the rebound off of a corner kick and met the ball with a
left-foot volley. Bowdoin goalkeeper Ted Hall/ who had
played well up to that point,
looked surprised as the ball
rolled slowly past him into the
lower left corner of the goal, tying the score at 2-2.
Unfortunately, the Bantams
were unable to find the net despite good runs by Yates and
Paulo Rodriguez '94 throughout the half. Trinity had several
good opportunities but always
seemed one good pass away
from a goal.
Thirty minutes in, Bowdoin
scored off of an indirect kick,
taking 3-2 lead. Ten minutes

later the Polar Bears capitalized
on another Trinity defensive
breakdown and brought the
score to 4-2.
On the verge of defeat, the
Bantams instead came back 30
seconds later as Piliero won the
ball off a punt by Hall, heading
it to Yates who beat his defender
to the Bowdoin end line and
played a low ball to the near
post where Rodriguez redirected it toward the goal. The
ball deflected off of Hall, somehow finding the small space between him and the goalpost and
going into the net to bring the
Bantams back within one goal.
But they were unable to convert
several opportunities in the final minutes and ended up on
the short end of a 4-3 score.
"It was a hard game because we gave up two early
goals, and so the whole game
we were playing from two goals
down," said Yates. "We came

out pretty sluggish, not much
passion in the first half, but after
halftime, after we tied it up, I
was happy with the way the
team played in the second half,
but we just didn't have the
breaks."
The team's final home game
will be this Wednesday against
Wesleyan. The Bantams can
take comfort in the fact that they
have defeated all three teams to
whom the Cardinals have lost
this year. For many of the Bantams, a win against Wesleyan
would be more than just a positive way to close out their season at home, it would provide
much sought-after revenge for
the 4-1 loss they suffered last
year in Middletown.
"1 just wanted to remind
everyone that last year after the
loss to Wesleyan, the fans said,
'Next time, Trinity, bring a soccer team,'" Yates said, "Look
out, Wesleyan."
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Brian Ting '96 (18) controls the ball as the Bantams get ready to set up offensively.

KELLY C O W S

Hockey Beats Smith and Bowdoin
i front pa^e 24

;oaK wore scored by the 13ant&
vithin Lhc» first seven minutes
uid the 16th. Ihe fields- \\ eie
•vet and sky was gi ay bu t nothng could htop the Bank a<* they
dded another win lo their
ecoid.
Tin1 garm- began with the
irst goal at for live minutes of
:hr first half. Fenwjck caught
:heball otf a rebound and put it
jsi the Tufh' goaltcnder. The
i\evt goal belonged to Tufts as
thej put one past Wayman tu
bi ing the score to a tie Wayman
had, (OUT .SJVI'SI this half which
he'd the flame at 1-1. At tholast
minute of this lull, lacono was
ted by Davison and put the
ball into Ihe net allowing Trinty to capitalize
The ne\t goal uime at the
beginning of the second half,
when Trinilv'ii 1 )avi wn shot the
ball into the net foi a 3-1 scoir
This goal was immediately
counteu'd as 1 u fts shot another
goal iwtlun <i minute lo clow
the gap Then, Tufts bi ought
the ^coto to a 3-3 lie during Ihis
half and the outcome of the
game was to be delermiiwd in
overtime
The three m itui tes between
the waind half and thi* beginning of niemme brought new
lile to the Bants as they firrd
onto the fiei J to get the first goal

within two minutes. Davison ing game as shr seemed to be
rebounded the ball and shot it on top of the ball where* ei it
into the net, ending the game was. 1 ler aggressiveness and
victorious for Trinity.
a ttentiv eness in the game was a
On Tucsd ay, Octobe r 19th, sincere asset as the Bant', were
the Bante traveled again at. they really Sniggling to keep the
went to Wesleyan. The game ball in Iheir control. Chong
tr^an slowly as there was no was also a dominate plaver in
si.0Tt> until midway through the this game.
firbt halt when f )a\ won shot one
At the end of the second
into the net lhen with only a half Trinity kept HIP ball in the
minute to go, lacono assisted offensive /one. but they could
Barkman for the seiond goal ot not get il into the net arid the
the game.
half ended scoreless. The sudThe second hall was> fairly den-death overtime was the
uneventful forTnmty'p offense only chance Trinity had at a
but Wesleyan managed to put win the Bants came into the
one in Ihe net to bring the. -store overtime and played with stnto 2-1 WWeyan was held off by ct'it'deteiminalian. Finally, the
Trinity's defense dining the ball hit the back boatd and the
gome nb Marrla dray M4, Vivian sound romed as ['rmitv'splayCheng 'l)5, and Heather Mor- ers and tans were screaming
gan '% cleaied the balls and with excitement and reliefprotected their goal. Wa> man Davisou had caught the ball
from lacono on a coiner hit,
ludfiwsavpsriuiingth>sgamf.
This pastSaturday was an- traveled with it in a light
other cNtremely halt 1 gamp for dribble, and putit in the rage
Trinity's field hockey team
the Ttant*. Bowdnin travelled lo
match up with the B.ints The is lanked eighth nationally in
game went back and forth and the Cl'T-lCA. Uixiwon IFI poll
ftit? spectators were held nt the Hotvevei, they have two more
I'dpe of their seats I'ach shot games befoie cond uding reguwas m«il with a w e . \\'a\ man lar season pJny. On Wtdru'smade excellent slops as she da>, they play at home against
denied numerous shots. Grny Keenc State (\ID and travel to
controlled every ball that came MiddiebmyonSalurday. Roth
into hi'i domain with her pow- games are important /or postseason bid» for either the NIC A A
erful stick and superb skill.
or
K Ak tournament.
Jones plavcd an outstand-

Making Mark on Season
race on one of the toughest
courses in New England last
Friday in Manchester, but the
When we last left the Trin- meet, which is gaining more
ity cross country teams, the and more recognition, did not
men were trying to juggle the phase the frosh. The rookies
influx of new talent with the continued to flip-flop amongst
experience of veteran runners, themselves in the two races as
while the women were simply they have all season.
happy to have five women
Paul Lordan '97, the hushow up at every race.
man accent, showed thesteadiBut in the last few weeks, est hand, finishing second and
the squads have begun to de- third on the team in the respecvelop their own personality, tive races. Rob Johnson '97
and, after consecutive impres- was able to crack the top 10 at
sive performances, head into home, and finished 128th out
the final weeks of the season of 232 runners in Albany.
knowing that they are an up- Charles Baker '97 just missed
and-cdmingprogram and a po- the top 10 in Manchester, and
tential force to be reckoned ran a commendable race on
Saturday after being sick all
with in the years to come.
Both teamsboast an abun- week. Josh Olson '97 and John
dance of youth, losing only one O'Hara '97 were each consenior this year between them. spicuously absent from one
As one team member said, meet, but each ran well enough
"This team has come a long to more than make up for their
way, and is not very far from hiatus.
contending with the best the
Not to be overshadowed
NESCAC has to offer."
by the class of '97 was junior
What prompted this up- Chris Bride who ran his best
lifting and positive attitude race of the season, finishing
was the Bantam's compara- second on the team in Albany,
tively strong showings against and Etienne Shanon '96, who
formidable competition in last continues to run well.
week's Bantam Invitational
Lost in the shuffle of the
and this week's Albany Invita- resurgent Bantams was Bryan
tional?
Satter '95, who shaved almost
The men made the jump two minutes off his personal
toward respectability by com- best, and the enduring contriing in second behind the pow- butions of Vass Eliopolus' 96,
erhouse Wesleyan at the home Mike Jones '96, Greg Engstrom
meet, and finishing in the '97, and Nathan Will'97.
middle of the pack at. an enorLest the women be formous meet in New York this gotten with all the clamor over
past weekend.
the men, Alexis Colby '95 reTrinity experienced a dis- mains the lone superstar on
appointing season last year, either team. She has a chance
finishingdeadlastatNESCACS to reach the Division ill Naand dropping anchor in many tional Finals later next month,
other races. But this year, with and impressed everyone with
the impact of "the Fab Five" her third place finish at
freshman Trinity has been on Trinity's Invitational and her
the upswing, as illustrated by fifth place finish out of 174
their second place finish two women at Albany.
weeks ago and their 16th place
Colby leads a women's
finish out of 34 teams in Al- team that has performed very
bany.
. admirably this season. They
The one constant force in do not have the numbers that
the Bantam running arsenal the men do, yet they were able
this seasonhas been senior cap- to finish second at home and
tain Steve Harding. After miss- 13th out of 24 in Albany.
ing two weeks with a hip inColby's supporting cast
jury not unlike that of Bo Jack- includes the heir to her throne,
son, Harding "just did it" and Jill Romano '97, Romano has
turned in two quality perfor- emerged from early season
mances, including a top 10 fin- battles with teammate
ish at the Trinity Invitational. Merridith Minerd '96 to soplease see page 22
The Bantam's hosted their
BY BRIAN SATTER
Sports Writer

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
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Football Remains Undefeated at 5-0
McDavitt, and a three yard touchdown
rush by Maurer along with a Rondini 35
yard field goal put the game out of the
Massachusetts, along with most of our Jumbo's reach.
other sports team, to compete against
Tufts however, refused to quit, scorTufts University. Mikulski and Tom ing twice in the fourth quarter. But the
McDavitt helped lead the Bantams to a Bantam's offense refused to be denied.

The Bantams picked up in the two interceptions.
The Bantams now stand at 5-0 and
third quarter where they left off. Kirby
scampered 44 yards for his third score of are preparing to take on Middlebury this
the game two minutes into the frame, Saturday in an away game. Last year,
and Allard completed the scoring with a Trinity upset Middlebury 43-0, but the
two-yard run with 2:56 left in the third. Bants aren't taking this team lightly.
Middlebury's defense is currently
The Bantam defense held
Hamilton to one yard on 16 carries in the ranked #1 in the NESCAC. Their stingy
half, and 38 total yards. For the defense has given up only 43 points this
"We have been waiting to play them [Bowdoin] since the first
game, Trinity outgained their guests season. "We are going to take this game
loss last year...That was incentive enough to really want
526-239,343 of those yards coming on the as if it was a championship match-up,"
ground. Kirby's 207 yards led all rushers said Mikulski.
to win."
with his 207 yards, and also caught five
The game should come down to the
passes
for
39
yards.
Mikulski
completed
wire
as Middlebury's top rated defense
They scored once more, as Bow Jensen
55-30 win over the Jumbos.
17-of-25
passes
for
161
yards,
but
was
takes
on Trinity's top rated offensive on
Mikulski was 21 of 33 for 315 yards '97 scored his first collegiate touchdown. intercepted three times.
Saturday
in Middlebury.
Trinity's defense was once again
and three touchdowns, while McDavitt
For
Hamilton,
DeBois,
the
first
freshended the day tied for a school record 15 spectacular against the run. They held
receptions for 204 yards and 2 touch- the Jumbos to just 62 rushing yards. The man to startat quarterback for the Condowns. McDavitt also added 6 extra secondary also contributed, braking up tinentals since 1982, went 8-for-ll for 32
points, giving him a total of 18 points on several pass plays, and intercepting two yards. Senior Lucas Watson relieved
the day. The win set the Bantam's record passes. Eric Mudry recorded his fifth DeBois late in the second quarter and
interception of the season, and Jeff Owens finished up 16 of 26 for 151 yards with
to 4-0, while Tufts fellto1-3.
made
his second.
After a slow start and a 3-3 tie in
Lastly, the game during the first
the first quarter, Tufts jumped out to a
10-3 lead early in the second quarter on a weekend of reading week was against
Jim Dufort 9-yard touchdown jaunt. It Hamilton College at Trinity. Kirby
marked the first time all season that the dashed for 207 yards and three touchdowns to lead undefeated Trinity ColBantams had been behind in a game.
lege
to a 34-0 victory.
The deficit served as a wake-up call
Following a scoreless first quarfor the Bantam offense, as it regained its
form scoring 21 straight points. Trinity's ter, Trinity (3-0) exploded for 20 second
first touchdown was scored on a 51 yard quarter points. The onslaughtbegan with
pass reception from Mikulski to Kirby. a one-yard run by Kirby with 14:25 left in
On Trinity's next possession, Allard cul- the second period. The Bantams continminated an eight play 77 yard drive with ued to move the ball on their next possession, but Hamilton's Mark Melnitsky ina seven yard touchdown run.
tercepted
Mikulski at the Hamilton
The Bantams scored on their third
consecutive possession when Mikulski 19-yard line to stuff the drive.
Hamilton returned the ball to
connected with McDavitt for a 25 yard
scoring strike. Tufts kept it close going the Bantams when quarterback Don
into half-time, scoring once more in the DeBlois mishandled a third down snap
second quarter, to close the gap to 24-16. and Trinity's Sean Hankard '96 recovTrinity's offense started the sec- ered. Six plays later, Kirby scored from
ond half where they left off in the first, by eight yards out to increase the advantage
scoring on their first four possessions. A to 13-0. Trinity expanded the margin to
KELLY COUTS
two yard touchdown run by Holstead, a 20-0 when Mikulski hit Allard with a
Quarterback Steve "Shotgun" Mikulski '95 takes matters into is own hands, as
20 yard touchdown reception by two-yard pass.
he scrambles out of the pocket looking for-the first down.
continued from page 24
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Women's Soccer Wins, Loses and Draws
BY LISSA SMITH
Sports Writer
These last few weeks, while
mostTrinity students have been
gallivanting around the country "reading" their way from
D.C. to California, drinking
themselves back into their hometown, or shooting caffeine in the
Library, the Trinity Women's
Soccer team has been traveling
from Boston to Holyoke, enduring hideous weather and physical Clark players, and working
hard through it all. The team
has played six games in thepast
three weeks ago.
With two home games the

offensive game with two of the
three goals. Jen Rogers '96 had
the other. Trinity went away
with a 3-0 win against Smith
and a feeling that things were
beginning to turn around.
The second game of that
- week was on a beautiful Saturday morning against Wheaton,
again Trinity had the home field
advantage. Though Wheaton
isn't a particularly threatening
team, Trinity came out strong
and played a very controlled,
organized game.
Offensively , the Trinity
women scored four goals
against Wheaton's keeper. Chris
Kelley '96, Mo Concannon '96,

Though it was a 1-0 loss for the women,
Bowdoin was a tough team and the level of
play was great, so the team could go off the
field with their heads held high.
week of October 4th, the Bants
felt confident that they would
come out on top. That
Thursday's's game against
Smith proved they were on their
way. The firsthalf was back and
forth with a shotby Trinity, then
a shot by Smith, a save by Trinity, a save by Smith.
The second half, however,
proved that Trinity was the better team. They took the field by
storm, dominated for the entire
half and scored three goals.
Maigot Moses '95 had a great

Alison Guild '97, and Kelly
Murphy '95 were given credit.
4-0 against Wheaton. This was
yet another "W for Trinity.
After a day off, reading
week brought twoaway games
for Trinity. The first game
against Clark was women's
soccer's most physical game of
the season. The match-up began with two quick goals by
Trinity. Guild had one and
Rogers had the other. Unfortunately, the bad weather and
rough conditions made sitting

back on defense qiiite tempting.
The 2-0 lead became a 2-1 lead.
The Bants were unable to
ride it out as Clark tied the game
with a goal in the last two minutes of the game. As the overtime clock ran, Trinity failed to
regain the lead. Tie game 2-2.
Rogers amazed her team with
her 120 minutes of play. And
Joy Sumberg stunned Clark with
her close and accurate marking
of their biggest offensive threat.
A typical Tufts game transpired the following Saturday.
The Bants traveled to Boston,
only to return home with an 0-0
tie. It was a tough, evenly
played, great game though.
Trinity's team captain, Sue Lally,
had her best game to date, and
Lea Wedge proved why Trinity
can hold it's own on an away
field.
This past week Trinity had
two more games. The women
played Mt. Holyoke away and
Bowdoin at home. Both matchproved disappointing for the
Bants. The game ^against Mt.
Holyoke ended in a'1-0 win for
Trinity, but it should have been
5-0. Trinity outshot Mt. Holyoke
23-6,
The offense hit crossbars
and skimmed posts. Finally, Jen
Summergrade '97placed abeautiful shot on net for her first
collegiate goal, The team was
disappointed that their dominance of the game didn't produce a more impressive score.

Saturday, Trinity went
head to head with the Bowdoin
Polar Bears. Though Trinity
stepped up their play a notch,
and played a very even game
with them, the other team
outshot the Bants. One unfortunate goal slipped by late in the
game and Trinity was unable to
catch up. Though it was a 1-0
loss for the women, Bowdoin,

was a tough team and the level
of play was great, so the team
could go off the field with their
heads held high.
There is one more home
game on Tuesday against Wesleyan before the team heads to
Middlebury this weekend.
Come out to support them for
their last home game.

KEUYCOLMS

Captain Janet York '94 maneuvers around a Bowdoin
opponent.
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>, Holstead, Mudiy
BYALCARBONE
Sports writer

showing great positiveness, the
tri-captains have gained the respect of the players and of the
coaching staff." When onehears
of the how each tri-captain has
made his mark on Trinity football, one will definitely agree
why each is so special to the
team,
Mike Cataldo, the starring .
center,hails frorriFranklin, Massachusetts, Though Cataldo is
considered small in stature for
an offensive linemen (5-11 200
lbs), the College Football Preview 1993 Preseason All-American selection has led an offensive line which has done a tremendous job protecting quarterbackSteveMikulski, Through
five games, Mikulski has had
plenty of time to throw to his
receivers, while being sacked
just once.
According to Cataldo, the
cooperarionis whatmakesplaying this well possible. He comments, "Trinity's victory over
Williams in 1991, which
snapped their 23 game winning
streak, is one game I'll never
forget The togetherness thatthe
team showed is priceless."
Cataldo also said, "As Captain,
I try to lead by example, b ecause
on the field is where the game is
won," Leading by example is
important to Cataldo because it
is his opportunity to be a part of
a team which has the chance to
go undefeated in 1993.

In Webster's Encyclopedic
Unabridged Dictionary, a captain (in sport) is defined as the
field leader of the team. One of
the traits that characterizes a captain is the ability to lead by example. In the 1993 Trinity College Varsity Football team's case,,
their tri-captains hold true that
actions do speak louder than
words, •
Seniors Mike Cataldo, Joe
Holstead, and Eric Mudry are
the tri-captains of the undefeated (5 - 0) varsity football
squad, which recently defeated
Bowdoin 63-7 to remain the
number one team in the BCAC
Division III New England Football Poll. All three of the tricaptains are a multi-year fetter
winner and also have a great
desire to WIN football games!
This winning attitude is not only
held by the captains, but also by
the rest of the team and the
coaching staff, as an undefeated
season is well within striking
distance.
What makes Cataldo,
Holstead, and Mudry special is
their ability to lead the team. All
three are hard workers on and
off the playing field, which is
one of the main reasons why
Trinity has a rich football tradition. Coach Bill Decker, the
Defensive Coordinator, has
nothing but praise for the triWhen Head Coach Don
captains. "First of all., they are
Miller described fullback Joe
three quality people who each
Holstead as a "street fighter,"
bring something special to the
he was right on the money.
program." Decker added, "By
Holstead, who is from Springfield, Massachusetts, is one of

the most hard-nosed players on'
the team, which results from his
great concentration in practice
and off the field in the weight
room. Holstead firmly believes
that, "Because of the commitment to excellence instilled into
the players by the coaching staff,
we as a team have the chance to
go forward and be undefeated
this season. My part, as captain,
is to keep a high level of intensity in practice, and continue
that into the remaining games."
Holstead is not an outspoken
person, however, the type of
work ethic he exhibits, speaks
louder than spoken words.
Eric Mudry, a cornerback
from Naugatuck, Connecticut,
wants to be remembered as,
"Someone who loved to play
the game of football." Mudry's
love for the game could result
from the variety of positions he
has played here at Trinity. After
playing split end his freshmen
year, the next year Mudry
moved to tight end, and then
was asked to move into the defensivesecondarybecauseitwas
where the coaches believed he
could help the team best. This
example of unselfishnest, and
team play was a big reason why
he was elected as a tri-captain.
Mudry believes that he too,
"Leads by example." He adds,
"My performance on the field
speaks for itself, and will enable
the other players'oh the team to
also try their best." Mudry's
performance on the field is exemplary as he tied a school
record for themostinterceprions
in a game, 3 last year against
Amherst, and is, like Cataldo, a

College Football Preview Preseason All American.
The tri-captains of the 1993
Trinity football team are one of
the main reasons why the team
has done so well this year. Their
unselfishness, support for their
teammates, and their commitment to excellence will be remembered for a very long time.
Junior splitendTomMcDavitt's
comments typified the team's
positive reactions to the tri-captains when he said, "All three
have tremendous leadership
abilities, which comes from being team players. Whether you

are a freshman or a senior/the
desire to excel rubs off on you
because of their example, which
brings great camaraderie to the
team." The tri-captain's effect
has been influential as Coach
Decker contends, "These guys
are the best captains in the four
years I have been here."
Whether the 1993 Trinity
football team finishes undefeated remains to be seen. In any
means, if they do or if they don't,
the tri-captains - Mike Cataldo,
Joe Holstead, and Eric Mudry,
will all be remembered as winners.
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Season [Field Hockey Stats.
Statictics
CFHCA Division 3 Poll

RUSHING
Player
Holstead
Kirby
Maurer
Jones
Byrne
Allard
Jensen
Zils
Ballantine
Mikulski

Att.
35
62
37
25
16
18
8
5
3
12

Yds.
290
459
240
224
105
97
69
26
14
11

Avg.
8.3
7.4
6.5
9.0
6.6
5.4
8.6
5.2
4.7
0.9

TD
2
5
3
2
1
3
1
0
0
1

PASSING
Player
Att-Comp.-Int Yds.
Mikulski 132-78-6
941
Pighetti
7- 2 - 0
18
Ames
1-1-0
8

TD
9
0
0

RECEIVING
Player
No.
McDavitt 37
Broderick 16
Kirby
14
Allard
4
Maurer
3
Holstead 3

Yds.
461
206
220
26
10
3

TD
2
3
2
1
1
0

FIELD GOALS
Player
Att.
Rondini
5
McDavitt 2

Made Long
3
40
0

Avg.
12.5
12.9
15.7
6.5
3.3
1.0

As voted by the College Field
Hockey Coaches Association, with
record in parentheses, total points and
last week's ranking.
1. Cortland St. (14-1)
95
2. William Smith (15-1)
89
3. Mary Washington (14-1) 86
4. Trenton St. (12-0)
85
5. Plymouth St. (12-0)
80
6. Messiah (9-4)
74
7. Ithaca (10-5)
68
8. TRINITY (8-1)
63
9. Susquehanna (12-2)
57
10. Smith (11-1)
53
11. Williams (8-1-1)
48
12. E. Menonite (7-1-2)
44
13. Union (10-3)
39
14. Rowan (8-2)
35
15. Salisbury St. (7-7)
29

1
2
8
3
6
5
7
11
9
14
4
15
10

Boston Globe
October 21,1993

This Week in Sports
Monday &Tuesday 10/25-10/26:
Golf:
NEIGA Tournament
Away
Tuesday 10/26:
Women's Soccer:
WESLEYAN
3:30
Women's Volleyball:
WESTERN CONN 7:00

HOME

Wednesday 10/6:
Field Hockey:
KEENE STATE
Men's Soccer:
WESLEYAN

3:00

HOME

3:00

HOME

HOME

Saturday 1,0/30:
Women's Soccer:
Middlebury
11:00
Field Hockey:
Middlebury
11:00
Men's Soccer.
Mddlebury
11:00
Varsity Football:
Middlebury
1:30
Cross Country:
NESCAC@Wesleyan 1:00
Varsity Crew:
Head of the Schuykill
Women's Volleyball:
NESCAC @ Amherst

Update

1993 ECAC Diy. ]
Ranking with team record in parenthesis,
total points and last week's rankings.
1. TRINITY (5-0)
2. Wesleyan (5-0)
3. Maine Maritime (5-1)
4. Williams (4-1)
- 5. Plymouth State (4-2)
6. Westfield State (5-1-1)
7. Bridgewater State (4-3)
8. Middlebury (3-2)
9. M.I.T. (4-2)
10. Mass. Maritime (4-3)
11. Colby (3-2)
12. Framingham St. (3-3)
13. Coast Guard (3-3)
14. Amherst (2-3)
15. W.P.I. (2-4)

161
146
142
107
99
83
67
33
22
16
16
13
11
10
6

1
2
3
5
7
6
4
12
16
8
13

lAlumni Goes Pro

9
14
10

Others Receiving Votes: Western Conn. (2);
Worcester St. (1)

JimThomfor.de '93, a 13th round draft
choice for the New York Yankees completed his first season at the professional
level. Thomforde starred in rookie ball at
Oneonta, New York of the New YorkPenn. League. He started 15 games and
was second on the team in innings pitched
with 75. He finished with a 2-7 record and
a 5.14 earned run average. Thomforde
really developed his control as he walked
34, struck out 64, and gave up 73 hits. He
will continue his development, during
winter baseball in Tampa, Florida. He is
expected to participate on the A level next
season.

M i l e Of file Week
Lindsey Davison '94
This week's athlete of the week goes to Lindsey Davison '94, star of the women's fieldhockey
tea. Davison is one of the main reason's that the
11-1 Bantams are the number 8 team in the
country. She has been the team's leading scorer,
and has provided the two most important goals
of the season. During sudden -death victories
against Bowdoin and Tufts, Davison notched
the game-winning scores.

If the regular season ended today, the Hartford Whalers would make the playoffs with a 3-51 record. The Whalers have faced one of the
toughest schedules in the league. They have already faced defending champion Montreal, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia. Geoff
Sanderson continues to be a league leader in goals
scored. Goalie Sean Burke returned this weekend
for his first appearance of the season. He helped
lead the Whalers to a 3-3 tie of Buffalo. Burke
should help Frank Pietrangelo get some much
needed rest. Pietrangelo had played in every game
this season. Defensiveman Zarley Zalapski, who
injured his knee against Chicago on Oct. 14, should
return in early November. This Saturday, October
30, the Whalers will take on the New York Rangers
at the Hartford Civic Center, Tickets are still
available, call the Box Office or Ticketmaster for
more information. Discounted tickets for the
match-up on November 15 against the Boston
Bruins are available from the Student Life Resources Center.

Colkge #ieto Caff
Wednesday, October 27 From 10-1

Hafloineot at <E{je VkW
Costume Contest
Hist Prize:$100
Second Prize: Whalets Tix
Plus Other Cash Prizesand
New "View" T-Shirfs

TRIPOD

SPORTS

Field Hockey 11-1; Nationally Ranked
BY ELLEN SCORDINO
Sports Writer

While many students disappeared for reading week, the

women's field hockey team
played and practiced diligently.
The past two weeks have resulted in six more wins which
places Trinity at l l - l .

On October 6, the Thursday preceding reading week, the
team travelled to play all-time
rival, Conn. College. The game
began quickly as Trinity's co-

Lindsey Davison '94 anticipates a pass from a teammate in the game against Bowdoin.

BYMICHAELANEIRO
Sports Writer
The men's soccer team has
beenbothsavedandsnakebitten
by its propensity for winning
arid losing games in streaks.
After opening its season with
two victories, the team fell victim to afive-gamelosing streak
that seemingly put an early end
to its playoff quest,
Then,justasallseemedlost,
the team rebounded with three
consecutive victories, eveningits
record at5-5 and apparently giving the Bantams one last opportunity to salvage their season.
But a 4-3 loss to Bowdoin
last Saturday may have extinguished any remaining hopes
for post-season play. In need of
a victory, the Bantams came out
flat instead, allowing two first
half goals that forced them to
play catch-up for the entire
game, ultimately falling one goal
short. With a record that now
includes six losses, and with
three games against strong opponents remaining in their season, the Bantams need nothing
short of a miracle to be considered for the ECAC tournament.
The month of October has
seen the team's fortunes change
repeatedly. After a heartbreaking 2-1 loss to nationally-ranked
Williams in a game that saw the
Bantams lose a l-O lead in the
final 10 minutes, the team then
fell to a subpar Western New
England College squad, 3-2, for
its fourth straight loss.
Sensing the need for a
change and hoping to give the
team some sort of spark, head
coachEd Mighten made a switch
ingoal,startingfreshman keeper

MattHilgenberg for the first time
against a tough W.P.I, squad.
Trinity lost that game, but then
went on to record consecutive
wins against Clark, Tufts And
Eastern Connecticut, a streak in
which Hilgenberg recorded two
shutouts.
The second of Hilgenberg's
shutouts came in. Thursday's
win over Eastern Connecticut, a
game also marked by physical
play which nearly resulted in an
all-out brawl during the first
half, Despite thick fogand a late
4:00 pm start which led to poor
visibility throughoutthe match,
Trinity played a solid 90 minutes, controlling the game's
tempo and creating multiple
scoring opportunities. Greg
Cartin '96 led the team with two
goals and Sean McElligott '96
added another to make the final
score 3-0.
Against Bowdoin on Saturday, the Bantams did not look
nearly as strong. Seven minutes
into the game, Bowdoin took
advantage of the Bantams' inability to clear theball from their
own 18 yard box, as a Polar Bear
forward put one in off of the far
goalpost from fifteen yards out
for a 1-0 lead.
A mistake in the midfield
area by the Trinity defense led
to a breakaway for another
Bowdoin forward, who dribbled
around a helpless Hilgenberg
before being tackled from behind, football-style, by Pat Bruno
'95. Bowdoin was able to convert the resulting penalty kick
and took a 2-0 lead.
At the 35-minute mark, the
Bantams were able to break out
of the trance they seemed to be
in for much of the half, resulting

in a goal by Cartin which was
subsequently disallowed on a
highly questionable offside call
by the official.; Disappointed,
the Bantams voiced their displeasure briefly before going
back to sleep for the remaining
ten minutes of the half.
Coach Mighten was content
to observe all of this from his
vantage point behind the
scorer's table, elbow propped
up on the raised electrical outlet, sporting a look of vague
amusement at the poor officiating which progressed from sublime to ridiculous as the half
wore on and at his own team's
seeming inability to play the
sport which they had been practicing two hours a day for the
past two months.
"This is the most passionless play I've ever seen!" he
shouted at one point. "Get it
going!" Alternately directing
derisive comments at the referee, linesmen and his charges
on the field, he appeared relieved to hear the halftime
whistle and tookhis squad aside
after a brief conference with all
three officials.
An intense and focused
group of Bantams took the field
for the second half, determined
to make up for their poor performance in the first. Captain
Tim Yates, who had been one of
the few effective players for Trinity in the early going, was rewarded for his solid play up
front by being tackled in the
Bowdoin box after getting past
two defenders. Bruno atoned
for his previous actions by converting the ensuing penalty kick
Please turn'to page 20

captain, Braxton Jones '94, was
assisted by Lindsey Davison '94
to tally the first goal, after only
seven minutes of the first half.
The ball remained in Trinity's
control for most of the first half,
but Conn, managed to slide a
goal by Trinity's goaltender,
Alisha Wayman '95, after a penalty corner. The first half ended
tied 1-1. Trinity had outshot
Conn. 28 to 4.
During the second half, the
Bants were right on top of Conn.
aa they did not allow one corner
or a shot on goal. With eight
minutes left to the game, Jones
fired her second goal into the
net to bring the score to 2-1. This
was the final score, and Trinity
left Conn. College with one more
win under their belt. Davison
had an incredible game with an
outstanding number of shots on
goal. The team can rely on
Davison's consistency as she
plays remarkably game after
game.
The next game for the Lady
Bants was on the following Saturday, October 9, against Clark
University. Itwas another game
where the Bants did not let much
time pass without scoring. After five minutes of the first half,

•Y KEVIN KAVANAUGH
>ports Information Director

On Saturday, the Banlams were led by junior quarterback Sieve M ikulski .is they
improved-their record to 5-0
anJ solidified their number
one ranking in Ihe E.C.A.C.
Division 111 polls with a (S3-7
victory over Bowdoin College.
Mikulski, the N HSCACS
leading quarterback, completed J7of31 passesfor 217
yards and threw two touchdowns. Me also rushed for
anottyr scorc». On the receiving end of the touchdowns
was junior Greg Broderick.
Commenting on the game.,
Mikulskiexplained/'Wehave
been waiting to play them
since the loss [against them]
last year... That was incentive
enough lo really want to win."
The Bantnmsjumped out
lo .in early load, sooting on
iion.-j. Sophomore Scoll
Maurer opened tin: bcorjpg
with n 5-yard touchdown run
jUht 2:49 into the yame.
BroilL-rii'k followed that
wilh his* two touchdown ieh, one for tour yards

Davison '94 swept the ball by
Clark's defenders and into the
net for the first goal.
Clark came back getting on
the Bant's tail as they then shot a
goal from inside the circle only
four minutes later. It was also in
these first few minutes of the
game that Trinity's Mali
Barkman was hitby theball near
her bottom lip and she had to
leave the game to receive
stitches. Unfortunately, this was
not the only injury of the game
since. Moments later, Beth Fenwick, another Trinity offensive
player, was hit right between
her eyes with a powerful ball.
Fenwick also left the game for
some time.
At the last minute of the
first half, Monica Iacono '95, received the ball from Davison
and slammed it into the net so
that Trinity was on top at the
conclusion of the first half. During half time, Fenwick returned
ready to play with her temporary patch up job from Trinity's
training room.
The Bants were fired up,
and they played outstanding
during the second half. T,w,p
please turn to page 20

and the other for nine,
To start the
s q
tef, junior Shifun Kirby took
a two-yard carry into the
endzone to put the Bantams
uji 27-0. MikuKki widened
the gap to 33-0 when tie kept
theoplion and ran 11 yardsiu
for another score.
The third quarter was
marked by two big touchdown runs by freshman
Raymond Jones which were
39 and 76 yards. Senior
co-captain Joe 1 lol.ste.ad also
joined in with a 63-yard touchdown jaunt. The Bantams
ended the scoring when
sophomore Mark Pezzulo
returned an interception 30
yards, giving Trinity a 63-7
lead.
Trinity was dominating
on both sides, of the line, as
the offense accounted for Gb3
yards in total offense, just 13
yards short of a school record.
The defense gave up ju^t 242
yards, while sacking the
Bowdoin quarterbacks live
limes and intercepting three
passes.
The week before, Ihe
Bantams I raveled loMedlonl,
,»/IWI' turn .'« pngj 21
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